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xABSTRACT
Initially, the use of optical fiber in networks was to create point-to-point links. Optical paths
were not altered once they were setup. This limits the ability of the network to respond to
changing traffic demands. There were expensive solutions to handle dynamic traffic. One could
set up multiple paths for additional traffic. Alternately, traffic that did not have a dedicated
optical path needed to be received, the next hop found electronically, and then transmitted
again.
Current research in optical networking is looking to minimize or even eliminate electronic
packet processing in the network. This will reduce the numbers of transmitters, receivers, and
processing hardware needed in the network. If a signal can be kept entirely optical, new signal
formats can be added to the network by only upgrading systems sending or receiving the new
format. Research is currently looking at hardware designs to support electrically changing
optical paths, and algorithms to route the optical paths.
The topic of this work is the routing algorithms. We wish to keep cost as low as possible,
while being able to recover quickly from or completely hide hardware failures. Several strategies
exist to meet these expectations that involve a mix of handing routing and failure at the optical
or at the electronic layer.
This dissertation considers the use of cycles or rings in both establishing optical connec-
tions in response to connection requests, and electronic routing on optical cycles setup when a
network is built. Load balancing is an important issue for both approaches.
In this dissertation we provide heuristics and integer linear program (ILP) that can be
used to find cycles in a network. We report on experiments showing the effectiveness of the
heuristics. Simulations show the importance of load balancing.
In the case of electronic routing, we setup cycles in the network which allow nodes on the
cycle to communicate with each other. We select cycles so that they have two properties. One
xi
property is that all node pairs appear on at least one cycle. The other property is that each
cycle contains a cyclical quorum.
The first property allows for a network to support all-to-all communication entirely in the
optical domain. The second property allows for quorum based distributed systems to send a
message to an entire quorum in an all optical one-to-many connection. The use of quorums
makes distributed systems efficient at tasks such as coordinating mutual exclusion or database
replication. There is a need for the optical layer of the network to provide support for keeping
latency of this type of communication low because as designers have scarified the benefits of
using quorums in higher latency networks.
Combined with light trails, cycles based on quorums requires fewer transmitter and receivers
than light-paths to support all-to-all traffic.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Initially, the use of fiber in optical networks was to create point-to-point links. Optical paths
were fixed once they were setup. This limits the ability of the network to respond to changing
traffic demands. There was an expensive solution. Traffic that did not have a dedicated optical
path needed to be received, the next hop found electronically, and then transmitted again.
So there is the overhead of electronic routing in the middle as well as optical to electronic to
optical (OEO) conversion cost. Researchers seek to find ways to route optical signals so that
data can reach its destination(s) without needing the expense of being converted back into
electrical signals in the middle of its journey across the network for electronic routing.
We expect that the amount of traffic between nodes in the network will fluctuate as a func-
tion of time. We expect hardware in the network to fail due to old age, accidental damage,
or perhaps a deliberate attack. The network should be able to respond automatically to com-
pensate for the failures, so connections see as little data loss or as little increase in latency as
possible.
Several strategies exist to meet these expectations that involve a mix of handing failure
at the optical or at the electronic layers. Our research considers three possible splits between
these layers.
1. The first approach is to designate some of the optical resources as reserved for backup
and set them up to be able to protect against any possible failure. The remainder of the
resources then can be used for connections.
2. The second approach is to setup cycles in the network in response to a requests thus any
node can transmit on two paths to any other node in the cycle.
3. The third approach is to setup cycles in advance such that any pair of nodes is on at least
2one of them.
These approaches involve one or more issues of finding cycles and or load balancing the
traffic. This dissertation develops heuristics to find cycles in a graph. The issue of load bal-
ancing optical connections is relevant for both cycles and paths. The issue of load balancing is
also considered for when the optical connections are a fixed set of cycles since some connections
have a choice of which cycle to transmit on.
1.1 Load Balancing with Dynamic Point-to-Point Connections
The first approach to setting up dynamic paths protected by statically allocated backup
capacity was the topic of my master’s thesis. Load balancing was only considered for backup
capacity. The topic is revisited in this work in the context of load balancing dynamically
allocated resources. This adds to the discussion of my previous work and highlights issues
relevant to the second approach.
Absent from my previous work was a discussion of the degree of reproducibility. It is
shown that details normally not discoursed in describing network simulators and topologies
can impact load balancing significantly. The magnitude of the impact is demonstrated via
comparing multiple simulations with previously unmentioned details being varied. Results still
support my previous conclusions.
1.2 Cycle Finding and Dynamic Traffic
The second approach involves more complex routing as the route is a cycle and may have
more than two nodes it must include. We developed several heuristics to find a cycle in a
network. We also developed methods that could help other routing strategies.
Work done as part of the second approach is split across several chapters. This is partly
done because it shares material with the other two approaches. It is also partly done to allow
individual pieces to be motivated separately.
Development of algorithms to find cycles in a network are given their own chapter. This is
because cycles can be used in setting up static cycles as in the third approach, or dynamically
3to supports specific connections as in the second approach. Also this allows us to give intuition
on various design features of the heuristics.
During development of our cycle finding heuristics, we made observations about how playing
with topology and its representation affected the behavior of our routing heuristics. These
observations are fairly general and apply to other routing heuristics. One or both of them
can impact load balancing. There are two chapters showing the observations lead to useful
strategies to improve routing.
1.3 Load Balancing with Static Optical Connections
The third approach borrows the use of cycles from the second approach but divides the
routing problem into statically setting up optical paths and dynamically assigning traffic to
the paths. We setup cycles so all node pairs occur in some cycle and some node pairs occur in
several cycles. At runtime electronic routing must load balance between them.
Cycles can also support multicast connections. It would be preferable if selected cycles
have a good chance of supporting some multicast connections. One way to do this would be
to select cycles such that nodes in them would be likely to communicate amongst themselves if
they were participating in the execution of some distributed algorithm. If we select the cycles
such that each cycle contains all the nodes of a quorum then some distributed algorithms can
replace multiple messages with a broadcast messages. It is reasonable to assume that a modern
day optical network can have at least as many wavelengths as it has nodes.
Optimal solutions for quorums known as cyclical quorums are known to at least 111 nodes.
All node pairs appear in at least one quorum so there is always a one hop path between any
node pair.
1.4 Scheduling
In many scheduling problems there is a choice between working out a schedule in advance
that is unchanging or to work out scheduling on the fly. Three examples of this tradeoff are
selection of clock frequencies for a cpu, the number of tasks to admit in a real time system, the
4amount of bandwidth to allocate for communication between two nodes in a network. Working
out a schedule in advance typically requires over allocation of some resource due to demand
not being fully known until runtime. In a network the resource in question is bandwidth.
Scheduling at runtime can avoid over allocation and thus handle more system load or increase
fairness.
To keep a network responsive one cannot use a scheme with massive amounts of control
packets and run lengthy scheduling algorithm before allowing traffic to be scheduled. This can
be done by recognizing that large scale change in demand on a network will happen more slowly
than small changes in demand. To take advantage of this we propose a two level scheduling
scheme.
1. Large slower changes in bandwidth demand will be handles by having node pairs on more
than one cycle adjust how much traffic they place on each cycle. This can be coordinated
by a centralized algorithm that minimizes control overhead by only being performed every
few seconds or longer depending on how rapidly traffic is expected to fluctuate.
2. Small near instantaneous changes in demand will be handled by managing traffic on the
cycles using light-trails.
Light-trails have been introduced as a way to allow bandwidth to be allocated dynamically
between nodes at runtime. Their use can allow the usual benefit of dynamic scheduling in that
resources are allocated to best serve current need. They were introduced to handle traffic on
a uni-directional optical bus. While their use cases have seen some growth, this has not yet
been extended to full mesh networks. If there are enough wavelengths, a network may contain
multiple copies of each cycle thus further increasing load balancing opportunities.
5CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This dissertation considers electronic routing on pre-established cycles and also finding
cycles in a network efficiently. This chapter reviews the use of cycles in a network for unicast
traffic, multicast and many-to-many traffic, as well as the use of cycles to provide fault tolerance.
Cycle selection and cycle finding results are reviewed. Traffic characteristics are reviewed
motivating the use of dynamic load balancing.
2.1 Uses of Cycles in Networking
2.1.1 Unicast Routing
A good overview of several problems in optical network is given in (1). Relevant to this work
is the ring loading problem in SONET rings where traffic is sent clockwise or counter clockwise
on a cycle, with the goal of minimizing the load on the most loaded edge. The complexity of
the problem depends on if traffic can be split and sent in both directions or not. (2) provides
an algorithm for minimizing the load on the most loaded link in a set of SONET rings. The
running time of the algorithm depends on the required quality of the solution. Traffic splitting
was not allowed. Grooming traffic has proven to be a hard problem. Even in the simple case of
traffic grooming to minimize electronic hardware in a unidirectional SONET ring, the problem
turns out to be NP-Complete(3).
For networks more complex than a single ring, two possible designs received attention in
the literature. In one approach there are several rings each providing the connectivity for some
costumers along with one extra ring that provides intra ring communication. Alternately one
can have multiple SONET rings with costumers connected to more than one ring. Costumers
can only communicate if there is some ring where both costumers are connected to it.
6Both problems have been solved by a number of methods ranging from integer linear pro-
grams (ILP) to algorithms based of the behavior of bees. An example of the later for both
problems can be found in (4). When costumers only appear on one ring, the common ring is
called a federal ring. In (5) an ILP and heuristics are given to plan traffic when this approach
is used.
If traffic demands are known, an ILP can give an optimal solution. However, traffic may
not be known until late in the network design process or may change. Research has been done
on how to handle uncertainty as to the expected traffic demands between node pairs. One
approach is to plan which costumers are connected to which rings based on early estimate of
the demand along with routes. Later when traffic demands are known with better accuracy
a new routing plan can be found. In (6) a graph representation of a SONET network where
costumers are already placed on ring is given. Planning traffic routes in the network can be
done by solving a flow problem in the graph.
A technique called stochastic programming has emerged that takes uncertainty of traffic
demands into account when modeling network traffic. Ways of applying this technique have
been explored for splitting traffic between SONET rings (7) and in the context of planning
traffic on light-trail WDM ring networks.(8)
2.1.2 Multi-cast Routing
In designing a network, one takes into account the characteristics of the traffic it handles
to optimize the design to handle the traffic. A network may carry traffic from a video broad
cast from a single source to multiple destinations. This is referred to as one-to-many traffic. A
network may also carry traffic such as a video conference where a set of nodes needs to send
the same traffic to all other nodes in the set. This has been referred to as many-to-many or as
multipoint-to-multipoint multicast by various researchers. In terms of grooming a light-cycle
has been proven in some cases to be the optimal virtual topology to handle many-to-many
traffic (9).
In (10) grooming of many-to-many seasons is done using virtual topologies of the light-cycle
and a hub. The primary objective is to minimize the number of transceivers. A generic routing
7and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm is used to route planned light-paths after the
grooming problem is solved.
In (11) routing of static many-to-many request are considered in virtual topologies of trees
and rings. For both heuristic and optimal solutions rings tend to need 20% to 25% more links.
These results are for graphs with the number of edges being two to three times the number of
nodes. Routing multiple requests is considered with the objective of minimizing the load on
the most loaded link.
Quality of service in terms of delay is considered in (12). A ring is used to connect the
nodes in a ”multipoint-to-multipoint multicast”. If no cycle exists that can connect all desired
nodes and keep path delays within target, a smaller ring is used to connect as many nodes
as possible while meeting the target delay. Desired nodes that could not be included on the
ring are attached to the ring via trees. The routing of these connections in a dynamic traffic
scenario is done with an algorithm called hybrid routing and wavelength assignment with delay
constraint (HRWA-DC). This algorithm considers both link load and number of hops in a path
in route selection. Simulations showed advantages over the use of trees for routing. One of the
researchers later proposed a 2D virtual torus for routing. (13) The torus contained a number
of virtual rings.
(14) studies the problem of multicast in the general case for light-trails and for light-trail
WDM networks. A way of transforming the general case to a minimum Steiner tree problem is
given. A polynomial time algorithm is given for the special case of light-trail WDM networks.
We do not compare results from virtual topology works to results from our cycle finding
algorithms because these works deal with rings in a virtual topology which may not translate
to rings in the physical topology. A virtual topology represents the connectivity seen by nodes
once optical paths have been established. Consider the physical topology given in part (a) of
Figure 2.1. It is a ring consisting of eight nodes. One can establish a virtual topology in this
network to handle many-to-many traffic between nodes A, C, and D. Setting up light-paths
between node pairs (A,D), (C,D) and (C,A). This topology is show in Figure 2.1 part (b).
The cycle in the virtual topology could also be a cycle in the physical topology if node
pair (C,A) is connected by the light-path C-B-A, node pair (D,C) is connected with the path
8D-C, and the node pair (A,D) is connected with the light-path A-H-G-F-E-D. The cycle in the
virtual topology would not be a cycle in the physical topology if we instead connect node pair
(A,D) with the light-path A-B-C-D. Both possibilities are valid solutions to the routing and
wavelength assignment problem.
Figure 2.1 Physical Network and a Virtual Topology
2.1.3 Fault Tolerance
SONET rings provide for protection against link failure by providing a spare fiber so traffic
that is supposed to travel around the ring in one direction can be sent in the other direction
if a link fails. SONET rings can be unidirectional or in the more expensive case bidirectional.
In (15) rings are selected so that every node is on at least one ring and each ring shares at
least two nodes with one other ring. This allows communication between to rings continue to
function even in the event of a node failure. Expected traffic influences cycle selection. The
problem of handling a link failure in a light-trail WDM ring network is considered in (16).
2.1.4 P-Cycles
P-cycles are a capacity efficient way to provide protection for traffic in a network. Before
p-cycles, cycle such as SONET rings provided protection by setting aside capacity equal to the
maximum amount of traffic that could travel along the cycle. If a link failed, traffic could be
sent along the backup capacity. We note that if two nodes in the cycle are connected by a link
not part the cycle, this link too can use the backup capacity in the cycle. P-cycles provide
9capacity efficient backup protection by allowing links not on a cycle to use the backup capacity
in the cycle.
P-cycles are an active area of research which involves finding cycles. Initially p-cycles were
proposed as a way of providing link protection. Many early papers proposed selecting p-cycles
via formulating ILPs that optimized some criteria. As solving an ILP is NP-hard, it maybe
desirable to keep them as small as possible. Ideas were proposed to select only some of the
enumerated cycles to be considered via the ILP. Others raised concerns that even this will not
scale well since the filtering of possible cycles only occurred after finding all possible cycles
(17). The upper bound on the number of cycles in a graph grows exponentially with its size.
Finding only a subset of cycles algorithmically to be given to an ILP (18) has been considered.
It has also been considered to find and place p-cycles (17) in the same algorithm.
These approaches did not involve finding a cycle that had to include a set of selected nodes.
To see why, let us consider the requirements of p-cycles. A link is protected by one or more
p-cycles. For each p-cycle that provides some or all of the protection to a link, the link must be
used as part of a p-cycle or connect two nodes on a p-cycle. The only thing this implies about
what nodes need appear together on a cycle is that for every protected link, there is a p-cycle
which contains both the nodes connected by the link. No requirements exist for including an
arbitrary set of nodes in a cycle. Even the previously mentioned MOCR algorithm (19) is
allowed to drop requested nodes from inclusion in the p-cycle it constructs.
The p-cycle concept has been extended to protecting against node failure. In this extension,
it is necessary to find a cycle that included a specified set of nodes. This set is more restricted
than our cycle algorithms considered. The set of nodes to be included are the neighbors of
the node being protected while not including the node itself. Non-simple cycles are considered
to be acceptable solutions. In (20) the cycles were found using an ILP or using a depth-first
search if the network is ”high-density”.
The p-cycle concept has also been extended to protect optical paths such that the location
of the failure in the path is not relevant. In this extension, p-cycles can protect a set of routes
that do not share resources. As long as all the end points of the connections are on a p-cycle,
which ever route fails can use the p-cycle as its’ backup path. Even in this case, an ILP that
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selects cycles is the solution proposed (21). The problem is not the same as finding a finding a
cycle though a set of nodes because there are many paths to protect and they are broken into
groups to be protected by p-cycles. Finding the best groups to break paths into is a part of
the optimization, so the groups of nodes that should be in the same cycle is not a fixed.
2.2 Finding Cycles
The problem of selecting a cycle or set of cycles that meets some criteria has been well
studied in various contexts assuming an enumerated list of cycles exists or that time allows for
an integer linear program to be solved. Enumerating all cycles has scaling issues so may not
be feasible for all networks. There is no known algorithm to solve a integer linear program
efficiently, so they can only sometimes be solved in reasonable time. There has been very little
work done on developing a heuristic to find a physical cycle from a network topology that
includes a specific set of nodes in the network.
The problem has been considered by authors of (22) (19). The idea of finding a cycle to
include a given set of nodes is conceptually similar to the idea of finding a path that needs to
include a specified set of nodes. An algorithm to find a cycle could be changed into one to find
a path by first finding the cycle and then removing a segment between two selected nodes. The
problem of finding a path instead of a cycle to include a selected set of nodes has been studied
in (23). Finding the shortest path including a selected set is NP-Complete.
2.3 Wavelength Selection
P-cycles have been considered in networks with and without wavelength conversion. In-
stead of having a wavelength selection policy, routing p-cycles in networks without wavelength
conversion have been done by formulating the problem as an integer linear program. (24) and
(25) The actual solving of the problem is then left to software designed to find solutions to
ILPs. So there are no wavelength selection policies like first fit used in this placement of cycles.
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2.4 Traffic Models
Measurements of Ethernet traffic show traffic patterns more complex than a steady level
of traffic a Poisson distribution produces. Traffic can be modelled as self-similar (26). An
explanation for why this self-similar behavior arises is given for web traffic in (27). A variety
of traffic models for the burstiness of traffic are examined in (28). Using the model of self-
similar traffic in a WDM network leads to higher blocking than the poisson model (29) which
is assumed in many works including this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3. NETWORK MODELS AND DATA STRUCTURES
3.1 Network and Model
The network has λ wavelengths each of which has a bandwidth of OC-192. The state of
network is modeled using λ graphs, one for each wavelength. A graph G = (V, E), where V
is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. The cardinality of the set of nodes V is denoted
as n. The term edge comes from graph theory, the physical connection in the network may
be referred to as a link. We ignore this possible distinction and use the terms edge and link
interchangeable.
In our simulations, the lowest level routing algorithms work on a simpler model. They
receive only one graph representing the network. This graph is based on the state of only one
wavelength. To consider all λ wavelengths, a low level routing algorithm is called λ times.
Each link as seen by the lowest level algorithms has a binary capacity saying it is available or
it is not. It is mark as available if there is enough free bandwidth to handle a request being
considered, otherwise it is mark as unavailable.
3.2 Random Graphs
We consider random graphs that contain a Hamiltonian cycle so that there is a possible
solution to any request to form a cycle with the selected nodes. We use a model that has
parameters to vary network characteristics in an intuitive way.
We assumed that the physical distance between nodes affects the probability of placing a
link between them. Nodes are randomly placed inside a 20x20 grid. Links are added so the
graph is a Hamiltonian cycle. On top of this Hamiltonian cycle, we add the rest of the links in
the graph randomly with probability given by Equation 3.1 following the Waxman model. In
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Equation 3.1, s and d are nodes, D(s, d) is the distance between the nodes computed by using
their coordinates in the grid. α and β are parameters that can be adjusted.
P (s, d) = βe
−D(s,d)
Lα (3.1)
The parameters α and β can be adjusted to control the expected density and the average
link length of a generated graph. To describe the resulting graphs we will say for a graph of n
nodes, the number of edges can be written in the form of nk. We consider a graph as sparse
if k is about two, medium density if k = (2 + log2 n)/2 and dense if k = n log2 n. To achieve
a target density the values of α and β must depend on the selected value of n. We specify six
types of graphs in terms of link density and length, as discussed in Table 3.1. As an example
of possible values, values of α and β used to realize the target link density and lengths for 64
node Type 0 to Type 5 networks are also given in the table.
Type Density Length α β
0 sparse short 0.2 0.2
1 sparse long 0.8 0.05
2 medium short 0.2 0.57
3 medium long 0.8 0.15
4 dense short 0.2 0.8
5 dense long 0.8 0.27
Table 3.1 Graph Types With α, β for Sixty Four Node Networks
An example of a programmatically created image for one graph of each type of network
is given in Figure 3.1. Nodes are shown in their randomly generated positions. Changes in
target density come across visually. Differences in target link length can be seen in comparing
examples of sparse and medium density graphs. This difference is not so clear when considering
the dense graphs. In both the dense examples it so happens that random placement made the
nodes closer together. In particular most of the nodes in the dense-short graph are close
together. This shows why one looks at many random graphs of each type so that they are on
average different from each other.
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3.3 Data Structures
Our data structure for modeling the network consisted of an array of nodes. Each node has
an array listing all the edges incident on the node stored internally.
A networks topology does not uniquely determine the contents of the data structure. Re-
ordering of nodes or edges can have an impact on the results of some algorithms. For instance
this when selecting the shortest path between nodes, order impacts shortest path selection if
multiple possible paths exists. Therefor we have a data structure representing a way to permute
the graphs data structure.
A permutation of n nodes is represented by an array of bits with one bit for each of the
n(n−1)
2 possible ways to select two distinct element of the array. When the permutation is
applied to the network, the permutation array is scanned and nodes in the network array are
swapped if a bit is one. Control bits are set or not set for a permutation manipulation with
approximately equal probability. The nodes in array are swapped (or not swapped if the bit is
0) based on the permutations bits. For example suppose there are four node named a, b, c, and
d, are stored in an array in positions 1, 2, 3, and 4 (in that order), respectively. Then there
are six possible combinations to select two distinct elements from positions, {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1,
4), (2, 3), (2, 4), and (3, 4)}. Thus a six bit permutation control vector decides how the nodes
in array should be permuted. For example if the third bit in permutation control is a 1 then
nodes in positions 1 and 4 are swapped. Thus when a permutation control vector (100110) is
applied, a permutation (a, b, c, d) becomes (b, a, c, d) to (b, c, a, d) to (b, d, a, c).
3.4 Random Traffic
An optical network can be designed to have all optical paths setup before any traffic arrives
and requests routed electronically by selecting one or more paths. An optical network can
also be designed so that a connection is setup in the optical layer for each point-to-point or
multicast request as it arrives. Both possible designs are considered in this dissertation.
In what can be termed static traffic, a request is routed in a network with no traffic. This
is done to test the performance of a heuristic in a known graph, or when doing routing where
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there are enough wavelengths that each request can be assigned a different one. The former
case occurs in this dissertation when cycle finding algorithms are tested using requests that
connected a randomly selected set of nodes. The latter case is assumed when finding routes for
quorums.
In what can be termed dynamic traffic, a network has many request that arrive, exist for
some time known as the hold time, and then leave the network. Requests are given to the
system at their arrival time, so the system does not know the request that will come in at later
arrival times. If the resources necessary to setup a connection for a request are not available at
a requests arrival time, the request is considered blocked. Blocked requests are dropped, there
is no later traffic scheduled to simulate a user trying a connection again.
3.4.1 Requests
Unless otherwise noted requests are assumed to be of three different sizes OC-1, OC-3, or
OC-12 with equal probability. The request arrival is a Poisson process with rate ρ and request
holding time are exponential with parameter µ = 1.
3.4.2 Wavelength Assignment
We consider two wavelength assignment schemes. In one scheme we arrange the network
graphs into an ordered list and find cycle in the first graph (wavelength) that has sufficient free
capacity. The other placement scheme is that we compute the cycle length for each wavelength
and select the shortest. A tie is broken by selecting the least utilized wavelength.
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Figure 3.1 Random Graphs One 20 Example of each Type
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CHAPTER 4. CYCLE FINDING
Given a graph and a set of selected nodes (abbreviated S-nodes) , S = s1, ..., si, ...sn as
input we developed cycle finding algorithms. In total, seven variations of a cycle finding algo-
rithm were explored and the results published in two papers (30) and (31). Four variations of
the algorithms are closely related and named ”Multipoint Cycle Routing Algorithm” (MCRA).
They have individual names of MCRA-0Y, MCRA-0N, MCRA-1Y, and MCRA-1N. The other
three are closely related and named ”Cycle Based Routing Algorithm” (CBRA). There indi-
vidual names are CBRA, 2-Degree CBRA and Enhanced CBRA (ECBRA). This chapter looks
at the development of the cycle finding algorithms and their evaluation.
We make a number of calls to a shortest path algorithm in our cycle finding algorithm. We
desired to select the shortest path between two nodes that included as many of the S-nodes
as possible. In two variations of MCRA, we simply used a generic shortest path algorithm
and hoped for the best. In the other two variations, we adjusted node weights in the graph
to encourage finding a shortest path with many S-nodes. Later we found a way to modify a
breadth first search to find shortest paths that were guaranteed to have the desired property. We
called these ”S-Optimal Shortest (SOS) path”. They were introduced in the CBRA variations.
4.1 Outline of Heuristics
We describe ECBRA in detail in this chapter noting differences between it and the other
CBRA variations along with the MCRA variations. We also provide pseudo code for ECBRA.
The algorithm is divided into three phases. For formatting reasons the three phases have their
pseudo code listed separately.
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4.1.1 Phase I - Find Initial S-Optimal Shortest Path
In the first phase of ECBRA, we find a path with many S nodes. In ECBRA we look
for a shortest path that has a high ratio of S to non S-nodes. If there is an S node that is
degree two, we prefer a path starting at that node over one with a good ratio. We termed the
path found by this process the Initial S-Optimal Shortest Path (ISOS). In CBRA, we do not
consider the degree of the end nodes. In MCRA we look at one shortest path between every
source destination pair and select the one with the most S-nodes.
4.1.2 Phase II - Create an incomplete Cycle
In the second phase, an initial cycle is completed by inserting a new segment to connect the
two end nodes of ISOS path. We do not consider the links that are already used in ISOS while
finding the shortest path. If all the S-nodes are included in the cycle, then it is a Complete
Cycle and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise the cycle created is called an incomplete cycle
(IC) and algorithm executes phase III.
In the CBRA variations, failure to find a closing path results in the algorithm terminating.
In the MCRA we allowed for the small chance that the process of inserting S-nodes in phase
III might allow phase II to be completed later.
4.1.3 Phase III - Create a Complete Cycle
In the third phase, all not-yet-included S-nodes are inserted into the incomplete cycle (IC).
This is done in iterative approach, where in each iteration we include one or more S-nodes
by removing a segment from the cycle with no S-nodes and replacing it with a segment that
contains not-yet-included S-node(s).
When considering the removal of a cycle segment, we compute a possible new segment for
each not-yet-included S-node si. We only consider replacing cycle segments where both the
end nodes are S-nodes. This keeps the number of cycle segments small so each iteration we can
consider all cycle segments for possible removal. In our code these comparisons are performed
by the function Select − SOSPaths which returns the best new segment. In ECBRA best is
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based on the ratio of S to non S-nodes in the path. In plain CBRA and in MCRA best is
decided by the total number of S-nodes in the segment.
A (cycle segment, S-node si) pair is considered by removing the segment from the cycle
and finding two paths between the segment ends and si. Since the order in which these two
paths are found can impact the result, both orders are considered in ECBRA. In MCRA we
test only one possible ordering.
If none of the (cycle segment, S-node) pair comparisons in a given iteration find a valid
new segment, the request is blocked.
ECBR algorithm - Phase I
Input: Graph G, Subset S
Output: CompleteCycle - Complete Cycle
ISOS = NULL; P = NULL;
if ∃Si, Sj ∈ S such that Si, Sj are both degree 2 nodes then
ISOS = MBFS(si, sj);
end
else if ∃Si ∈ S and Si is a degree 2 node then
foreach si ∈ S do
P = Best−Ratio(si, NULL);
if Ratio of nodes/S-nodes in P < Ratio of nodes/S-nodes in ISOS then
ISOS = P ;
end
end
end
else
foreach si ∈ S do
P = MBFS(si, NULL);
if Ratio of nodes/S-nodes in P < Ratio of nodes/S-nodes in ISOS then
ISOS = P ;
end
end
end
∀e ∈ ISOS capacity(e) = unavailable;
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ECBR algorithm - Phase II
subpath = NULL;
sj = First node in ISOS;
sk = Last node in ISOS;
subpath = MBFS(sj , sk);
if subpath == NULL then
return NULL; request blocked
end
Insert subpath in Initial ISOS; ISOS becomes a cycle(IC)
ECBR algorithm - Phase III
while S 6⊆ IC do
foreach si ∈ S − IC do
subpath = Select− SOSPaths(si, G);
if (new path length/ # of not-yet-included S-nodes in subpath) < ( BestSOSpath
length / # of S-nodes in BestSOSpath) then
BestSOSpath = subpath; pick new segment
end
end
if BestSOSpath == NULL then
return NULL; request blocked
end
Insert BestSOSpath into IC;
end
Return IC;
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4.2 Shortest Path Routing with Preferred Nodes used in ECBRA
This section describes our modified Breadth-First-Search (MBFS) that finds shortest paths
with as many of the set of selected nodes as possible on a source-destination (sj-sk) path.
Typically in a BFS there is an array that records the number of nodes needed to reach
a node sk from a root node sj . In our modification we add a second array that records the
number of S-nodes that are in the path from sj to sk. This second array is used as a tie breaker
when a node could have multiple possible parents in a shortest path tree. The MBFS algorithm
is described below for completeness.
The variables in the MBFS have the following functions. L0 and L1 hold two adjacent levels
of the MBFS tree. parent is an array storing node parents, SN is an array storing the number
of S-nodes are in the path starting at the root and ending at a node. Level is the array holding
the distance a node is from the root node. The node sL is a node that has the largest value in
SN . If the destination field is NULL, then sL is used as the destination. The pseudo code for
M(sk) is not provided as it is simply a tree traversal algorithm. It returns the path from sj to
sk.
4.3 Variations of MCRA Heuristics
To explore the impact on optimality by various design features of our heuristic algorithm, we
considered four variations of algorithm MCRA. The variations are obtained by using different
node cost and adjusting when the cycle is likely to be closed. The cycle closing can be adjusted
by skipping Phase 2 and considering the segments between end nodes of P(T) as part of the
segments found between consecutive multipoint nodes in Phase 3.
We use notation ij to describe the four variations of the heuristic algorithm. Index i takes
binary value of 0 or 1 whereas Index j takes a value of Y or N . Index i describe the assigned
node cost function and Index j describe the inclusion of Phase 2. The four cases are as follows:
• 0Y - Multipoint nodes have cost 0 and the other nodes have cost 1. Phase 2 is included.
• 0N - Multipoint nodes have cost 0 and the other nodes have cost 1. Phase 2 is skipped.
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MBFS algorithm
Input: sj , sk
Output: A path from sj to sk
L0 = sj ;L1 = NULL;
DoNextLevel = true
forall the sh ∈ G do
NS[sh] = 0; parent[sh] == NULL;
end
If sk ∈ S then NS[sk] = 1; otherwise NS[sk] = 0;
while L0! = NULL and DoNextLevel do
foreach sh ∈ L0 do
Ifsh ∈ S then I = 1; otherwise I = 0;
foreach sn ∈ Neighbor(sh) do
if parent[sn] == NULL then
SN [sn] = SN [sh] + I;
Level[sn] = Level[sh] + 1;
L1 = L1
⋂
sn
end
else if Level[sn] > Level[sh] and SN [sn] < SN [sh] + I then
SN [sn] = SN [sh] + I;
Level[sn] = Level[sh] + 1;
end
If sn == sk then DoNextLevel = false
end
end
L0 = L1;L1 = NULL;
end
If sk == NULL then sk = sL;
Return M(sk)
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• 1Y - The cost of both multipoint and non-multipoint nodes are same. Phase 2 is included.
• 1N - The cost of both multipoint and non-multipoint nodes are same. Phase 2 is skipped.
4.4 Variations of CBRA Heuristics
CBRA is basically MCRA that uses the modified Breath First Search to find S optimal
paths instead of using the heuristic of node weighting. Once CBRA was complete, we observed
most of the blocked cases were because of one or more degree 2 S-nodes could not be included
in the cycle. This motivated a variation called degree 2 CBRA. If degree 2 nodes are among the
selected nodes, they will be used as the end nodes of the initial path. This improved blocking.
The final improvement to create the enhanced version of CBRA comes from the observation
that paths with many selected nodes may also have many unwanted nodes. The enhancement
over degree 2 CBRA is to use the ratio of selected to unwanted nodes has the criteria for path
selection.
4.5 Complexity of Heuristics
In the following discussion, the only change made between the different variations of the
heuristic we developed that impacts the analysis of the runtime is which shortest path function
is used. Therefor we will denote the runtime of the shortest time algorithm as O(D). The value
of D depends on the actual shortest path algorithm used.
In the CBRA variations, the shortest path algorithm is designed for this application. The
shortest path algorithm is a modified version of a breadth first search and so runs in time
O(|E|). In the MCRA variations the shortest path function used is not specified in our high
level description. Any shortest path algorithm that can be modified to see the nodes as having
the weights can be used. In chapter 5 we specify the one we used in the implementations of
MCRA.
In the following, we present the generic analysis.
Phase I:
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The first phase of the algorithm in the degree 2 CBRA and ECBRA requires a scan of the
S-nodes to check for two degree nodes. This takes time O(|S|). In all variations, there can be
|S| calls to the shortest path algorithm. This is the dominate cost in all variations so the cost
of phase I is O(|S|D).
Phase II:
The second phase consists of a call to the shortest path algorithm so it takes time O(D).
Phase III:
In the third phase, all not-yet-included S-nodes are inserted into the incomplete cycle (IC).
In each iteration we include one or more S-nodes by removing a segment and replacing it
with a segment that contains not-yet-included S-node(s). When considering the removal of a
cycle segment, we compute a possible new segment for each not-yet-included S-node si. In
the pseudo code these comparisons are performed by the function Select − SOSPaths which
returns the best new segment.
If there are i S-nodes in the cycle then the number of (segment, not-yet-included S-node)
pairs considered is i ∗ (|S| − i) . At minimum a cycle found in the first iteration will have two
S-nodes. In the worst case i increases by one each iteration to a maximum value of |S| − 1.
The worst case total number of comparisons is given in Equation 4.1.
O(
|S|−1∑
i=2
i ∗ (|S| − i)) = O(|S|3) (4.1)
A (cycle segment, S-node si) pair is considered by removing the segment from the cycle
and finding two paths between the segment ends and si. Since the order in which these two
paths are found can impact the result, both orders are considered in ECBRA with only one
order considered in MCRA. So a comparison requires a fixed number of calls to the shortest
path function. This makes the overall cost of Phase III O(|D||S|3). This dominates the other
steps so is the runtime of the algorithm.
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4.6 ILP Formulation to Find Cycles for Selected Nodes
This section describes an ILP that solves the multipoint cycle routing problem. In most of
this dissertation we have treated the network graph as undirected. In formulating the ILP it
was more convenient to assume directed edges. This does not give rise to inconsistencies, since
a directed cycle can be converted to a bidirectional cycle by including the edge between nodes
in the cycle that go in the direction opposite to the selected edges.
We solved the multipoint cycle problem using an ILP that minimizes the number of edges
in the cycle. This is accomplished by the objective function given as in Equation 4.2. The set of
edges found as output should satisfy the following three constraints: edges traveling in opposite
directions cannot be used, the selected edges form a cycle, and all S nodes are included in the
cycle. The last property is enforced by a flow constraint. The selection problem is related to
the flow constraint by requiring that the flow only uses selected edges. The constraints for
controlling the flow are written in terms of the following variables and constants, which are
indexed over the set of edges e ∈ E in the network as well as nodes n,m ∈ V in the network.
The constant values used to specify the ILP are as follow.
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jn =

|S| − 1 for one arbitrary s0 ∈ S
−1 for sn ∈ S, sn 6= s0
0 for vn ∈ V, vn /∈ S
de,n =

−1 for entering node n from edge e
1 for leaving node n from edge e
xe,n,m =

1 if edge e connects nodes n and m ∈ V
0 otherwise
The variables and the values they may take are as follows.
fe =
{
flow on edge e
le =

1 if link e is selected
0 otherwise
Objective Function
Minimize
|E|∑
e=1
le (4.2)
The constraints for the ILP are given below:
We setup a flow problem that can only be satisfied if all S nodes are connected by selected
links.
|E|∑
e=1
de,nfe = jn (4.3)
The selected number of incoming links equals the selected number of outgoing links. This
forces the selected links to form one or more cycles. Satisfying the flow problem in 4.3 forces
the selection to be a single cycle.
|E|∑
e=1
de,nle = 0 (4.4)
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Both the edges between a node pair n,m cannot be selected at the same time.
|E|∑
e=1
xe,n,mle ≤ 1 (4.5)
If the connectivity enforcing flow uses edge e, then le will show that it has been selected.
Since the amount of flow is just a book keeping device for checking connectivity, le is scaled by
the largest possible flow size.
|V |le ≥ fe (4.6)
We have used this ILP to find the optimal cycle length for set of random requests in Arpanet.
4.7 Enumeration a Non-scaling Heuristic for Comparison
Even a graph with a few nodes could have many cycles. Simple enumerating all cycles is
not a solution that scales well if a graph has many links. It is interesting to note that for
practical networks considered by researchers such as COST239, Arpanet, and NSFNET, the
number of actual cycles, as determined by enumeration, is only 3531, 847, and 199 cycles.
These numbers are sufficiently small that for these networks, one could perform cycle routing
by simple scanning the list of all possible simple cycles and picking one as small as possible
which has all the selected nodes. We do this in a later chapter for dynamic traffic. This will
be referred to as Enumeration or Enum.
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CHAPTER 5. ROUTING HEURISTICS ENHANCEMENT -
ALTERNATE SHORTEST PATHS
This chapter describes a method that can be used in combination with our cycle finding
algorithms that enhanced their performance. This methods could be used with other routing
algorithms for graphs. We name it routing heuristics enhancement.
5.1 Motivating Observation
As part of the process of developing a heuristic algorithm to route multicast requests on a
given network (30), we looked at the behavior of our heuristic on a number of random requests.
Like a number of heuristics, our algorithm also makes frequent calls to a function that finds
an available shortest path in the network. We noticed that at times an unfortunate choice of
shortest path would lead to a sub-optimal solution, or cause a failure to find a solution at all.
When there are multiple shortest paths, the one found by an algorithm depends on the
order in which nodes and or edges have been stored in the memory. We explore the effect
simple permuting this order has on our algorithms. The performances are noticeable changed
in some cases.
5.2 Possible Executions of ECBRA
In this section we give an example where there is a noticeable change from permuting data
structures. A network that has plenty of alternate paths is given in Figure 5.1. In this section,
we will examine how three different permutations of edge adjacency lists lead to three different
results for the same request. The results are a simple cycle, a failure to find a cycle, and a
cheaper non-simple cycle. The three permutations of the network in Figure 5.1 are listed in
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Table 5.1. The first column of the table is the number of a node, and the other three columns
each represents the edge adjacency lists at the node via listing the neighboring nodes.
Node Permutation Zero Permutation One Permutation Two
1 2, 16, 4 2, 4, 16 2, 4, 16
2 3, 1 1, 3 1, 3
3 2, 4 2, 4 2, 4
4 3, 17, 5, 1 3, 5, 1, 17 17, 3, 5, 1
5 17, 4, 8, 6 17, 8, 6, 4 17, 4, 6, 8
6 7, 5 5, 7 7, 5
7 6, 8 6, 8 6, 8
8 9, 5, 7 5, 9, 7 9, 7, 5
9 10, 8, 12 10, 12, 8 10, 12, 8
10 9, 11 11, 9 11, 9
11 12, 10 12, 10 10, 12
12 9, 17, 11, 13 13, 9, 11, 17 17, 13, 9, 11
13 14, 12, 16, 17 17, 16, 14, 12 16, 12, 17, 14
14 15, 13 13, 15 13, 15
15 16, 14 14, 16 16, 14
16 13, 1, 15 15, 1, 13 13, 1, 15
17 12, 4, 13, 5 13, 4, 12, 5 13, 4, 5, 12
Table 5.1 Three permutations of the example network
Let us consider the a request to connect nodes 6, 9, 10, 15, 17 into a cycle. If edges are
listed as in Permutation Zero, the initial path will be 10-9-8-7-6. The IC will be complete by
adding the path 5-17-12-11. This leaves node 15 as not-yet-included. It will be including by
removing segment 6-5-17 and replacing it with a segment formed out of the paths 6-5-4-1-16-15
and 15-14-13-17. This results in a simple cycle 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-1-16-15-14-13-17-12-11 which has
fifteen nodes.
If ECBRA tries to fulfill the request but the edges are listed in the order of Permutation
One, it results in failure. The initial path is different since node 5 is listed earlier than node 7 in
the adjacent list of node 8. The path found is 10-9-8-5-6 which has the same number of nodes
and S nodes as in the previous case, however node 6 is cut off from the rest of the network.
This causes ECBRA to report failure.
If the network is arranged as in Permutation Two, ECBRA will find the same IC as it would
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Figure 5.1 Example Network
have for Permutation Zero. However, it will replace a different segment. The segment it will
replace is 17-12-11-10 which will be replaced with a segment consisting of the paths 17-13-16-15
and 15-14-13-12-11-10. This results in a non-simple cycle with fourteen links that visit node
13 twice.
The reason for the difference is that in the case of Permutation Two, when ECBRA consid-
ered replacing the segment 6-5-17 no replacement could be found. When considering 17-15-6
no segment is found since 17-15 results in the path 17-13-16-15 which disconnects the graph
preventing a path for 15-6 being found. Looking at 6-15-17 results in paths 6-5-17-13-16-15
which also disconnects the graph so no path 15-17 can be found.
5.3 Blocking with Static Routing
In this section we first examine the effect of data structure permutations when all links have
free bandwidth to route multipoint cycles. Thus only the topology constrains the routing. Note
that a shortest path between two nodes will always be found in this case. Our cycle finding
algorithms performance degrades as the number of nodes they need to include increases. We
examine requests sizes somewhat larger than we expect actual applications to have to examine
traffic with higher blocking.
Of our two cycle routing algorithms MCRA is less restrictive on the paths it allows. It turns
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out that it also shows larger variation in blocking for static traffic. We preformed the following
experiment using MCRA on both Arpanet and NSFNet. For each network we generated a
set of 10,000 requests each of which had a set of six nodes to be included in the cycle. For
1000 random ways of permuting the data structures, the number of requests that blocked were
recorded.
The plot in Figures 5.2 shows how many requests were blocked for how many different
permutations. In Arpanet the maximum blocking seen is over four times the minimum seen.
In NSFNet anywhere between zero and 53 of the requests blocked with the most probable
value being between five and ten. In both networks moderate values for the number of blocked
requests are more likely than extreme values.
5.4 Dynamic Traffic
An active topic in research is planning how to route connections that dynamically arrive
and depart in the network. A networks ability to accept a new connection depends on how
resources have been allocated to established requests. The selection of a route and wavelength
impact the chances that later requests can be accepted.
Connections are only blocked when the relevant network resources have already been com-
mitted to other connections. Just minimizing total resource usage has the drawback that it
ignores the fact that the placement of resources in the network is important. Having too many
requests compete for a link or setting too much aside for backup can consume all its bandwidth
and force arriving connections to block or take longer paths. This problem can be reduced by
load balancing.
Some general wavelength selection heuristics are motivated by load balancing (32). Heuris-
tics have been developed for load balancing traffic where a path and a backup path are routed
(33). Load balancing has also been considered for traffic consisting of multicast trees (34).
If load balancing is not intentionally controlled by adjusting routes based on current network
traffic, the selection of which shortest path to use for routing determines the load balance.
Different permutations of the data structures representing a topology change which shortest
paths that are selected. This in turn impacts the load balance of traffic in the network. In the
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Figure 5.2 Blocking of Static Cycle Routing
rest of this section, we will see the impact can significantly change simulation results. This is
demonstrated for both path and cycle routing. This is done in four steps.
1. A simple example shows data structure manipulation can affect load balancing sufficiently
to double or cut in half the number of blocked requests.
2. In a well-known topology the change is shown to be more than would be caused by fluc-
tuations in simulation’s randomly generated traffic. We examine if changing the shortest
paths changes the preferred distribution of backup capacity in a network.
3. The simulation results from the simple example is examined in more detail to see if there
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maybe a preferred permutation of the data structure.
4. Simulations show that the differences caused by permuting data structures are sufficient
to impact the relative performance of two variations of our cycle finding heuristic.
5.4.1 Shortest Path Routing
Consider the topology shown in Figure 5.3 which has a number of node pairs each with
multiple shortest paths between them. The edge 2 − 7 has the potential to be heavily loaded
since it is in one of the possible shortest paths between node pairs: (1,8), (3,6), (1,5), (3,9),
(7,10), (4,7), (2,5), (2,9). Each of these node pairs also has a shortest path available that does
not use the link 2− 7. The node pairs (4,9) and (5,10) also have multiple shortest paths.
Figure 5.3 A Network with much freedom in shortest path selection
While there is potential for edge 2− 7 to be heavily loaded, what determines if it actually
is? Simply saying we use shortest path routing is not enough for us to know if any of the pairs
from the list (1,8), (3,6), (1,5), (3,9), (7,10), (4,7), (2,5), (2,9) will use the edge or not. If we
are more specific and say we use Bellman-Ford as our shortest path algorithm, it still does not
tell us. If we say we use Bellman-Ford and list the order nodes have been stored in the array
representing the graph, then we are able to know how many pairs use edge 2− 7.
This would suggest that load balancing in a network using shortest path routing depends
not only on the topology but on how that topology has been stored in memory. We could call
this data structure ordering. In an actual network this would translate into different routing
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tables being used to implement shortest path routing. Let us consider an experiment to see
how sensitive a network or its’ simulation is to such factors.
We generated three sets of requests, later referred to as First Traffic Set, Second Traffic
Set, or Third Traffic Set. Each set had 100,000 requests which had an arrival rate of 95. We
generated 1000 permutations of ways to order nodes. For each permutation, we performed an
independent simulation for each set of requests. In this experiment, we used our Bellman-Ford
shortest for our shortest path algorithm. Blocking in an individual simulation is a function of
the traffic, the topology, and how well the load is distributed across the topology.
The change in simulation behavior based on how the topology is stored in memory is very
noticeable. For all three traffic sets, the smallest and largest number of request blocked is given
in Table 5.2. In each case, simple changing how the topology is stored in memory effects load
balancing enough that blocking changes by more than a factor of two between the best and
worst configurations.
First Traffic Set Second Traffic Set Third Traffic Set
Max Blocking 1273 1281 1246
Min Blocking 515 616 571
Ratio 2.47 2.08 2.18
Table 5.2 Performance Difference
5.4.1.1 Evaluation of Benefits from Distributed Backup Capacity
The topology in Figure 5.3 is a toy example designed to illustrate the connection between
route selection and load balancing. It is worthwhile to see the impact changing data structure
order has on more realistic networks. To do this, we revisit an earlier relevant work involving
balanced allocation. In the previous work, some resources were permanently reserved for use
in restoring paths in the event of a hardware failure. While we did not use the term load
balancing, we were essentially load balancing the permanent reservations and then showing the
benefits from simulation.
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5.4.1.2 Previous Evaluation
In (35) the topic of handling a single link failure is considered and two schemes are proposed.
Both schemes used an integer linear programs (ILP). One was called DPLP, it protected links
with by setting aside backup capacity and selecting cycles to form out of the capacity dynam-
ically. Cycles were formed after a failure occurred but re-routed the traffic the way p-cycles
would. The goal was to limit cycle size to being small to encourage a more even distribution
of the backup capacity. It had the drawback that ILP in no way forced a smaller cycle size. If
large cycles were part of the input there was still risk of high concentrations of backup capacity
in the results. The ILP however allowed smaller cycles with less sacrifice to the amount of
primary capacity. (36)
In different versions of the work DPLP stood for distributed p-cycle link protection or
dynamic p-cycle link protection (37). In (35) there was also had an unrelated way (complex p-
cycles with lines) to protect links from failures. This approach placed preconfigured structures
in a network. Using a greater variety of preconfigured structures allow backup capacity to be
distributed in ways p-cycles could not.
In (38) the second concept modified by selecting an objective function that preferred more
evenly spread out capacity. Both concepts were later presented in a book chapter in (36)
that corrected some typo’s in one of the ILPs. Even though the concepts had been separate
beforehand, both items were referred to as DPLP cycles to give the chapter a more coherent
presentation.
In this dissertation chapter section we assume all requests require capacity one, and all links
have capacity of eight units. We use these assumptions because they were the ones used in
(38) and (36). Simulations were for many requests, with blocking probability being calculated
every 9,000 requests based on only on how many of the last 9,000 blocked. These blocks of
requests were called rounds. Each blocking probability was treated as one data point and the
95% confidence interval calculated from the set of data points. That is to say, if we assume
there is some true value for the average blocking probability, chances are good it is the average
reported blocking probability plus or misses the confidence interval. Simulations were long
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enough that the confidence interval was small.
We can only be confident than blocking is really better for one distribution of backup
capacity than another if the confidence intervals do not overlap.
In these works, we used topologies used in papers by many researchers. These topologies
have instances where more than one shortest path exists between node pairs. We measure path
length in terms of the number of links in the path.
5.4.1.3 Experimental Setup
We used the simulator from our previous investigation only changing the input file that
described the network by renaming the nodes. This changes which shortest path is selected as
we used Bellman-Ford for the shortest path algorithm. It effectively changed the set of requests
also. If only the set of requests were changed, in theory the simulation should still with high
probability find an average blocking probability in the 95% confidence interval. Note that the
traffic model in the previous work assumed requests required one unit of bandwidth with links
having a total bandwidth of eight.
To clarify what I mean by ”effectively changed” consider Figure 5.4 which shows two copies
of Arpanet, the copies have their nodes numbered differently. The seeds for the random number
generator are fixed so the node numbers for the source and destination nodes are the same every
time the simulator is run. As nodes have been renamed, the request now refers to different
nodes. The figure illustrates this by highlighting the nodes that wish to talk to each other if
the source/destination pair (10,20) is randomly generated.
The two ways of naming nodes in Figure 5.4 impact shortest paths found and load balancing
sufficiently to have statistically significant impact on average blocking. Figure 5.5 shows 95%
confidence intervals for the average blocking for the two naming schemes for several traffic
arrival rates. The intervals are shown by plotting the lower and upper limits of the confidence
intervals as separate data series. They are referred two as Min and Max. As the intervals are
so small, the dots for the each interval overlap sufficiently that they cannot be told apart. The
y-axis in the figures is the percent blocking. The x-axis is the arrival rate of the traffic. Arrival
rates were selected so blocking was near or less than 1%. Rates more than this would result in
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Figure 5.4 Arpanet with two possible node numberings
very unhappy customers.
As shown in Figure 5.5, there are large gaps between the confidence intervals for the two
naming schemes for each arrival rate. This means the change in blocking cannot simple be
explained by the fact connections were requested between different nodes.
5.4.1.4 Revalidating Conclusion
Intuitively the important thing is the total load balance, not simple the load balance of the
permanently reserved, or the dynamically allocated bandwidth. In the case of our simulations,
dynamic and static balancing can be influenced separately. In this section, we see that renaming
nodes dose not change blocking probabilities enough to invalidate our previous conclusions.
We ran simulations to see if relative performance of blocking in a network could be signifi-
cantly affected by changing the distribution of backup capacity. For both Arpanet and NSFNet
we took two backup capacity distributions for each and simulated the blocking. We then re-
peatedly renumbered the nodes and simulated the blocking for the distributions again. For
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Figure 5.5 Blocking from Arpanet two possible node numberings
each network we considered 20 node renaming. The simulator used for results in this section
always stored nodes in an array based on their name, so renaming the nodes is equivalent to
reordering them in memory.
We recorded the 95 % confidence intervals for the blocking and the ratios of the tops of the
intervals. The x-axis of Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8 are simple reflect an arbitrary order given
to the permutations. Permutations were sorted based on the blocking of one extremes of a
confidence interval.
For Arpanet we considered blocking for a rate of 14.5. One of the distributions used was
from a single Hamiltonian, the other was from preconfigured cycles of length at most 20.
Figure 5.6 shows that reordering nodes does not cast any doubts on which distribution performs
better. The qualitative result is easily reproducible, quantitative statements about performance
differences would be less reproducible. Figure 5.7 shows the ratio of the blocking between the
two schemes is not entirely stable, but changes with node reordering. The ratio obtained
from simulations using the same node naming for both distributions of backup capacity varied
between a high ratio 2.27 and the noticeable smaller ratio of 1.53. There is a trend for higher
values of blocking to show a smaller performance difference between the distributions.
The simulations for NSFNet compared a single Hamiltonian cycle with a distribution from
preconfigured cycles of length at most nine. Using at most length nine results in more of the
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networks capacity being allocated to backup than in the case of the Hamiltonian cycle. The
arrival rate of the simulations was 12.
Figure 5.9 shows that for any given node naming, the Hamiltonian always does between than
the example with less primary capacity. Figure 5.8 shows that in this case, the fact simulations
were run with the same names is important. That is to say the Hamiltonian does better for any
given node naming scheme, but a Hamiltonian on a network using naming scheme 20 simulates
as performing worse than length at most nine using naming scheme one.
This result makes sense since naming scheme one makes routing choices that use the network
hardware well, while scheme twenty uses it poorly. In other words, the benefit of good load
balancing of backup capacity can be offset if the dynamic routing does poor load balancing of
working capacity.
Figure 5.6 Blocking for Hamiltonian Blocking vs Distributed in Arpanet
5.4.1.5 Is there a Best Order?
Having established that load balancing can be effected by influencing the choice of shortest
path, we could ask if there is a best order to list a data structure in. We have no reason to
assume there is in the general case of an arbitrarily picked routing problem. For instance in
cycle routing, load balance and heuristic failure to find existing solutions could have a complex
relationship.
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Figure 5.7 Hamiltonian vs Distributed Ratio in Arpanet
Let us consider if at least given some possible orderings, if some could be shown to be
preferred over others for shortest path routing. We return to discoursing the simulation of the
double cycle network shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.10 shows blocking from all three traffic sets on a few the permutations. Permu-
tations have been sorted and then numbered. The permutations were sorted by looking only
at the blocking of only the First Traffic Set. They were sorted from lowest blocking to highest
blocking. The numbers assigned to the permutations are shown on the x axis of the figure,
while the y axis shows the total number of blocked requests. Only a few points are shown to
keep the figures readable.
In the top part of Figure 5.10, points have been uniformly selected from all the simulations.
All three traffic sets show higher blocking with higher numbered permutations which is consis-
tent with the increasingly poor load balancing of the traffic. Permutations that significantly
different numbers will have significant differences in how well loads balanced. Permutations
that have almost identical numbers may load balance equally well. There relative order de-
pending more on the randomness from the traffic and not relative load balancing which may
or may not vary noticeable.
This is supported by the lower part of Figure 5.10, which shows simulations for permutations
numbered close together. The blocking for traffic sets two and three seem to vary randomly in
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Figure 5.8 Blocking for Small preconfigured cycles vs single Hamiltonian in NSFNet
this range. So if one of these traffic sets had been used to sort and number the permutations
the order would have been somewhat different. A permutation might move dozens but not
hundreds of places in the list. So some permutations clearly lead to lower blocking than others.
Seeing that some orders are better than others does not give us a way of finding a good order
other than simulate many and select one that had good performance. This method requires a
good model of the expected traffic which we may not have. We consider the likely result if no
attempt is made. Figure 5.11 shows a bar graph which summarizes the results from Traffic Set
One. Each bar represents the number of permutations that resulted in the simulation giving a
blocking value between the listed values. From the figure one can see that moderate blocking
is likely if no attempt is made to find a permutation that results in good load balancing.
5.4.2 Cycle Finding Algorithms
In this subsection we examine the how changing the shortest paths changes relative perfor-
mance between a couple variations of our cycle finding heuristics. We also examine the impact
on the relative performance of a couple wavelength selection heuristics.
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Figure 5.9 Small preconfigured cycles vs single Hamiltonian Ratio in NSFNet
5.4.2.1 Evaluating Dynamic Cycle Algorithms
We examined the impact on routing a single connection in an empty network. In this
section, we see that when we consider dynamic traffic the relative performance can also depend
noticeable on data structure order. Our MCRA heuristics are sensitive to node order and the
CBRA are sensitive to the order of link adjacency list. As node and edge order can be changed
independently the performance of the heuristics can be influenced independently. It turns out
that ether heuristic could have been the one to simulate as performing better.
This claim is based on many simulations of using each heuristic with different data structure
orders but the same traffic. For each algorithm 1000 permutations were generated and we
simulated the blocking for a set of 100,000 request that arrived dynamically. Figures 5.12,
5.13, and 5.14 reports simulation results for a couple different networks with different number
of wavelengths. The wavelength selection method was to use the first fitting wavelength. The
graphs in the figure show that in all cases the range of possible blocking values from MCRA
and ECBRA overlap. Since these heuristics can be influenced independently, the overlapping
range shows that for a single simulation of each heuristic, the relative performance depends on
the arbitrary order of the node array and edge adjacency lists.
The number of requests blocked is highest in 5.12, lower in 5.13 and lowest in 5.14. This
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Figure 5.10 Blocking from Simulations
is consistent with blocking decreasing with the increasing number of wavelengths available to
handle traffic. Like many other random processes, blocking range verses number of occurrences
is roughly bell shaped. The distributions become more bell like in cases of lower blocking.
The peek of the bells do not overlap, with MCRA distribution peeking at a lower blocking
probability than ECBRA.
5.4.2.2 Wavelength Selection Algorithms
Data structure ordering can affect the apparent benefit of one wavelength selection algo-
rithm when compared to another. Consider the question, which is better ordering wavelengths
and using the first that fits a request, or selecting the one where the shortest cycle or path can
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Figure 5.11 Blocking from Simulations
be realized? This question can be addressed via simulation. We simulated a 100,000 dynamic
requests of four nodes each on NSFNet twice for each of the 1000 random permutations once
with first fit and the other time with shortest cycle. We simulated 300,000 dynamic requests
on the double cycle network with 1000 random permutations. Both networks were assumed to
have three wavelengths.
Figure 5.15 shows that selecting the wavelength with the shortest path in the double cycle
network always results in lower blocking than selecting the first fit for shortest path routing.
At one extreme the blocking from using the wavelength with the shortest path is 81% of first
fit, at the other extreme selecting the shortest path lowers the blocking to 67% of the first fit
value.
The interaction between MCRA and wavelength selection is more complex than shortest
path routing and wavelength selection. As seen in Figure 5.15 for most permutations of the data
structure selecting the wavelength with the shortest cycle results in lower blocking. Blocking
of the shortest cycle can be as low as 81% of the value that occurs when first fit is used. Unlike
shortest path routing, there are some data structure orders where first fit wavelength selection
outperforms shortest cycle. The number of blocked request for shortest cycle can be as high as
115% of the number of requests blocked by first fit.
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Figure 5.12 Number of Permutations vs Blocking
Figure 5.13 Number of Permutations vs Blocking
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Figure 5.14 Number of Permutations vs Blocking
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Figure 5.15 Ratio of Shortest / First Fit
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CHAPTER 6. ROUTING HEURISTICS ENHANCEMENT - LINK
REMOVAL
This chapter describes a methods that can be used in combination with our cycle finding
algorithms that enhanced their performance. This methods could be used with other routing
algorithms for graphs. We shall call it a routing heuristics enhancement. It involve making
multiple calls to the routing heuristics.
6.1 Motivating Observation
In simulations of dynamic traffic involving our cycle finding heuristics, we found something
interesting. Sometimes a simulation which only considered capacity showed more blocking than
simulations which imposed realistic constraints on traffic grooming. It seemed odd that a more
flexible bandwidth use would result in higher blocking.
Sometimes missing a valid solution is expected behavior for a heuristic with polynomial
runtime working on an NP-Complete problem. We saw this behavior when sometimes our
heuristic created a path that later prevented nodes from being included or the cycle closed
when a possible solution did exist.
In more restricted grooming cases, the heuristic is sometimes blocked from making the bad
choice due to the non-availability of a link in the graph representing some wavelength. Counter
intuitively removing a link from the graph allowed the algorithm to find a cycle it could not find
in the full graph. Thus at traffic loads where only some of the wavelengths had free capacity
on all links, blocking decreased.
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6.2 Resulting Routing Heuristic Enhancement
Based on the motivational example, we developed a method that can be used to enhance
the performance of heuristics that route paths in graphs. We use general terminology here
because the following method could be used for routing items other than cycles.
Instead of running a routing heuristic on only the complete graph of available resources,
we run it also on multiple subgraphs with one or more links removed in each case. We use the
best solution found. It should be noted at any solution found on a subgraph will be a valid
solution on the full graph.
In a later chapter, we will see this enhancement can be used to reduce average cycle length
by more than two links for large graphs of type 0 when finding cycles for quorums.
6.3 Effectiveness of Routing Heuristic Enhancement
The use of link removal is demonstrated to improve the performance of cycle finding algo-
rithms for both static and dynamic cases.
6.3.1 Experimentation with Static Traffic
In this subsection we examine the solutions of our cycle finding algorithms with and without
use of the enhancements compare to optimal solutions. Optimal solutions were found using the
ILP given in chapter 4. Solutions were found for requests sizes of three, five, seven, nine, and
eleven selected nodes. For each size of request, 1000 such requests were randomly generated.
The performance for each request size was evaluated separately.
The performance of two of our cycle finding heuristics on request with five S-nodes is shown
in Figure 6.1. For each of the thousand requests, the solution was found with the ILP and also
using a heuristic. Then the ratio of the length of the heuristic and ILP solutions is found.
The list of ratios is sorted smallest to largest for each heuristic and plotted in the figure. The
ratio is given in the y-axis, the x-axis run one to one thousand reflecting the number of data
points. As the number of data points is very large, they are shown as a continuous line instead
of discrete points.
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Figure 6.1 shows that both variations found cycles of optimal length for hundreds of requests.
The reason that the MCRA-N0 line does not cover the full length of the x-axis is that the
heuristic failed to find a solution for a couple hundred requests.
Figure 6.1 Two heuristics vs ILP - five selected nodes
Many experiments were done to show varied solutions the enhancements can help to find.
All seven of our cycle finding variants were evaluated separately to show some diversity in the
routing algorithms the enhancements could assist. Figure 6.2 shows the extremes for solutions
that can be found for the request which were solved in Figure 6.1.
For each heuristic, the Figure 6.2 shows the results of three experiments. In the top set
of graphs are results from using node or edge reordering. The number of reorderings was
arbitrarily selected to be the same as the number of nodes. The best and worst solution
lengths were recorded for each request. These were called min and max and the results were
converted into ratios, sorted, and plotted as was done with Figure 6.1. The max data line is
included only to give a feel for the variety of solutions that can be found, not to suggest that
larger cycles be used.
The procedure of recording the largest and smallest cycle lengths was also done for two
experiments involving the removal of links. In one experiment, besides the result from the full
graph, every possible graph with one less edge was considered. In the other experiment, besides
the result from the full graph, every possible graph with exactly two less edge was considered.
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For request of 5 S-nodes ECBRA does not benefit much from permutations. In contrast
MCRA-N0 benefits greatly in that it find optimal length solutions for hundreds of additional
requests. Edge removal benefits both heuristics greatly. In the case of looking at all graphs
with two edges removed, ECBRA is able to find optimal solutions for all 1000 request.
Even in terms of simple finding a solution to a request, MCRA-N0 benefits greatly in all
three experiments. In the results from Figure 6.1, MCRA-N0 failed to find any solution for 222
of the requests. When considering multiple node permutations, the number of failures drops
to only 40 requests. When looking at removing just one edge at a time, this number drops
still further to only 1/1000 of the requests failed to be solvable. When considering two edges
missing at a time, solutions were found for all requests.
Table 6.1 looks at blocking for all seven of our cycle algorithms for request sizes 3, 5, and
7. Heuristic enhancement combinations not listed did not have any blocking. The larger the
requests size considered, the larger the number of heuristics that had some blocking. Both
permutations and link removal can be seen to improve blocking for the variety of cycle finding
heuristics with link removal providing more benefit.
6.3.2 Experimentation with Dynamic Traffic
This subsection examines the performance of a network using our cycle finding heuristics
to handle communication requests that arrive dynamically. Performance is measured in terms
of the probability a request need be rejected due to lack of resources and in terms of average
cycle length. Performance of our heuristics is compared to the performance one can achieve by
selecting a cycle from a list of all simple cycles in a network. We also consider the impact that
wavelength selection policy can have on blocking and cycle length.
We find that relative performance depends on the topology. One heuristic may perform the
best on one topology but not another. Nearly matching the performance of enumerated cycle
tends to be possible with a little exploration of parameters once topology and traffic are fixed.
We have previously published a comparison of the performance of ECBRA for routing dynamic
traffic with a heuristic called OCR and with an algorithm that has an enumerated list of all
possible simple cycles (30). We do not consider OCR here as enumeration performs better.
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Executing the routing algorithm on both the full graph of resources as well as subgraphs
where some edges have been marked unavailable obviously takes more time than just executing
the algorithm on the full graph. The number of subgraphs that can be considered in practice
depends on the required response time of the system. This is a decision that is left up to the
network operator. It is reasonable to assume that a network operator will wish to keep the
number of subgraphs considered small to keep response time fast. We examine how perfor-
mance varies as the number of subgraphs considered is increased. There is a decreasing return
from increasing the number of subgraphs considered which can justify only considering a few.
Benefits received from considering a few random removals justifies using the technique.
6.3.2.1 Experimental Setup
Experiments consisted of randomly generated requests with each request having the same
number of S-nodes. All simulations were for 100,000 requests with an arrival rate of 125. The
arrival rate is selected so that there will be some amount of blocking. The networks NSFNet
and Arpanet were the topologies used in the experiments. Networks were assumed to have
three wavelengths and the wavelength selection was to use the wavelength that allowed for
the shortest cycle. For each wavelength, one to ten graphs were considered. The number of
graphs considered was a parameter of the simulation. The graph of all possible resources was
always considered. Depending on the number of graphs to consider, each time a request is
processed zero or more times a subgraph was created by randomly removing one edge and
routing attempted on the subgraph.
In Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 the x-axis list the number of graphs considered. The value of
one indicates only the full graph was considered. That is to say the strategy of using subgraphs
is not used in the simulation. The value of two indicates that for each request the full graph
and one subgraph with a link removed was considered. The maximum value of ten indicates
nine attempts to find a route with only one link randomly removed from the graph. Simulation
code did not check if all random link removes were unique.
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6.3.2.2 Benefits of Link Removal
In these simulations ECBRA performed better than MCRA when no links were removed.
With less room for improvement, removal of links had much less effect on ECBRA chances of
not finding a cycle. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the number of requests blocked in simulations
with the setup described in the previous subsubsection. Note that the y-axis in both figures
is the number of requests blocked out of the 100,000. In simulations of Arpanet and the ones
of NSFNet with fewer selected nodes, the change in ECBRA blocking is not significant. In
NSFNet the blocking does improve for ECBRA when considering one random removal and
further improves when considering two random removals. For more random removals the
variation is small enough that it should be considered noise, not a meaningful difference in
performance.
MCRA-Y0 shows continuing improvements in Figure 6.4 as the number of subgraphs con-
sidered increases. Figure 6.3 shows rapid improvements in accepting request for the first few
random subgraphs considered. After the point of considering five graphs total ( four random
subgraphs per request ) changes between simulations are small enough that they represent noise
and not meaningful differences in performance.
For comparison, using enumerate and cycles with five selected nodes the blocking for
Arpanet is 453. So in terms of blocking ECBRA outperformed what enumerate could archive
for any number of subgraphs or none at all. MCRA-Y0 did not reach enumerates performance.
In NSFNet for five selected nodes, the simulation of blocking for enumerate had five rejected re-
quests. This outperforms ECBRA without random link removal which blocked 38 times. When
considering five total graphs, ECBRA has comparable performance with only blocking seven
times. Thus its performance can be enhanced to match enumerate. MCRA-Y0’s performance
was not enhanced to the point of performing as well as enumerate. However, MCRA-Y0 only
blocked 40 times when considering four graphs per wavelength which is within noise of having
the same performance as ECBRA without link removal. When considering seven total graphs
MCRA-Y0 only blocked 22 times which is a noticeable improvement over ECBRA without link
removal. So MCRA-Y0’s performance was enhanced to match plain ECBRA.
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In terms of cycle length, considering subgraphs with links removed helped both ECBRA
and MCRA-Y0. Figure 6.5 shows dramatic improvement in terms of cycle length. The y-axis in
the figure shows average cycle lengths for the simulations. When ten graphs are considered per
request, the average cycle length for ECBRA dropped by 0.8 links in NSFNet while MCRA-Y0
saw a reduction of 0.6 links. Figure 6.6 shows average cycle length reductions of two thirds and
one forth respectively in Arpanet.
For comparison note that enumeration with five selected nodes results in an average cycle
length of 8.924 in NSFNet and 11.94 in Arpanet. In Arpanet neither ECBRA nor MCRA-Y0
reached the average cycle length of Enumeration of all simple cycles. It is interesting to note
that ECBRA shows continuous improvement in average cycle length Figure 6.6 while having no
significant change in blocking Figure 6.4. In NSFNet ECBRA reaches enumerates performance
in terms of both blocking and cycle length when the total number of graphs considered is
five. In NSFNet ECBRA has a longer average cycle length than MCRA-Y0 only when not
considering any subgraphs. At the maximum number of random removals considered, ECBRA
has a shorter average than enumerate while MCRA-Y0’s average was only 0.138 links longer.
6.3.2.3 Number of Selected Nodes
This subsubsection considers the impact of the number of selected nodes on dynamic traffic.
We do this to show that the choice of the number of S-nodes to examine in detail is unimportant
since any arbitrary number would behave similarly. For a given arrival rate, it is natural to
expect that request with more selected nodes will need to use longer cycles and suffer higher
blocking as more recourses are consumed more rapidly. We validated this result for ECBRA
and Enumerate via simulation.
Simulations used Arpanet and NSFNet as in the previous subsubsections. For comparison
we simulated both using ECBRA without edge removal, and ECBRA where ten graphs are
considered per wavelength, a random edge being removed from nine of them. Results given
in tables have a 1 or 10 in the ”Graphs” row to indicate which is which. Experiments using
Enumerate list ”n/a” in this box to emphasize that this scheme could never benefit from link
removals. Experiments were run for both using first fit (FF) and shortest found cycle (SC) for
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wavelength selection.
Tables 6.2 and 6.4 show the expected result that for the fixed arrival rate of 125. Requests
formed from more S-nodes block more frequently for all routing methods. As in the last
subsubsection, link removals results in lower blocking in the NSFNet network. In Figure 6.4
we see that link removal made the blocking rate fluctuate some, and it tended to be slightly
worse than without link removal. This also occurs in Table 6.2 where blocking is seen to be
slightly worse for all cycle lengths when using link removals.
Tables 6.3 and 6.5 show that average cycle length did in fact increase with the number of
S-nodes for all cycle methods. The increase was slower for ECBRA considering many graphs
per wavelength than ECBRA without. Average length increase more rapidly between small
numbers of selected nodes than larger numbers. This is reasonable since a large cycle is more
likely to have the randomly selected nodes on it than a smaller cycle.
6.3.2.4 Wavelength Selection
This section considers how to select which wavelength is used to route a request. Simulation
in previous sections have included using the first fit (FF) that is the first wavelength from a
list that can fit a request. Other simulations selected the wavelength that could support the
shortest cycle. Tables 6.2 and 6.4 show that first fit performed better int the examined setups.
The result that first fit performances better than shortest cycle holds true if we also consider
MCRA-Y0 as a routing algorithm as is shown in Table 6.6. This continues to be true even
if the traffic covers a range of possible S-nodes instead of a fixed constant. Table 6.7 gives
blocking for traffic where the number of S-nodes is not a constant instead for each request the
number of S-nodes is randomly selected. The selection was from the range four to six.
Having the number of nodes in a request varying between requests may be more represen-
tative of real world traffic. The number of blocked requests is closer to that of cycles with only
five or six selected nodes than it is of four selected nodes. It is interesting to note that having
a variety of nodes sizes reverses the relative performance order of ECBRA and Enumeration
compared to constant size requests.
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Figure 6.2 Enhancement vs ILP - five selected nodes - ratio of enhanced heuristic / optimal
solution length on y-axis
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Selected Nodes Cycle Heuristic Enhancement Failures
3 MCRA-Y1 none 4
3 MCRA-Y0 none 4
3 MCRA-N1 none 15
3 MCRA-N0 none 13
5 CBRA none 4
5 CBRA Permutation 3
5 MCRA-Y1 none 8
5 MCRA-Y1 Permutation 2
5 MCRA-Y0 none 3
5 MCRA-Y0 Permutation 9
5 MCRA-N1 none 319
5 MCRA-N1 Permutation 39
5 MCRA-N1 Missing One Link 2
5 MCRA-N0 none 222
5 MCRA-N0 Permutation 40
5 MCRA-N0 Missing One Link 1
7 ECBRA none 1
7 CBRA none 13
7 CBRA Permutation 9
7 MCRA-Y1 none 26
7 MCRA-Y1 Permutation 5
7 MCRA-Y0 none 30
7 MCRA-Y0 Permutation 8
7 MCRA-N1 none 608
7 MCRA-N1 Permutation 114
7 MCRA-N1 Missing One Link 9
7 MCRA-N0 none 448
7 MCRA-N0 Permutation 114
7 MCRA-N0 Missing One Link 6
Table 6.1 Blocking of Random Requests Sizes 3,5, and 7
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Figure 6.3 Number of requests blocked in NSFNet
λ Selection FF FF FF SC SC SC
Graphs 1 10 n/a 1 10 n/a
S-nodes ECBRA ECBRA Enum ECBRA ECBRA Enum
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 7 11 11 16 19 17
4 78 82 90 117 128 124
5 279 275 348 364 391 453
6 437 459 593 555 586 785
7 622 649 824 749 807 1111
Table 6.2 Blocking for different number of selected nodes in Arpanet
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Figure 6.4 Number of requests blocked in Arpanet
λ Selection FF FF FF SC SC SC
Graphs 1 10 n/a 1 10 n/a
S-nodes ECBRA ECBRA Enum ECBRA ECBRA Enum
2 7.478 7.445 7.408 7.245 7.186 7.161
3 10.258 9.842 9.704 9.944 9.377 9.359
4 11.836 11.366 11.197 11.487 10.861 10.844
5 13.009 12.487 12.289 12.641 11.974 11.94
6 13.894 13.38 13.151 13.533 12.856 12.805
7 14.637 14.116 13.87 14.269 13.599 13.537
Table 6.3 Average length for different number of selected nodes in Arpanet
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Figure 6.5 Average length of cycles in NSFNet
Figure 6.6 Average length of cycles in Arpanet
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λ Selection FF FF FF SC SC SC
Graphs 1 10 n/a 1 10 n/a
S-nodes ECBRA ECBRA Enum ECBRA ECBRA Enum
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 2 3 2 3
5 5 4 21 38 6 5
6 64 26 86 118 33 67
7 305 171 319 371 149 286
Table 6.4 Blocking for different number of selected nodes in NSFNet
λ Selection FF FF FF SC SC SC
Graphs 1 10 n/a 1 10 n/a
S-nodes ECBRA ECBRA Enum ECBRA ECBRA Enum
2 5.925 5.923 5.891 5.690 5.690 5.690
3 7.878 7.483 7.305 7.623 7.05 7.039
4 9.031 8.515 8.341 8.768 8.052 8.052
5 9.937 9.341 9.182 9.715 8.917 8.924
6 10.658 10.059 9.919 10.464 9.694 9.703
7 11.298 10.697 10.557 11.134 10.387 10.394
Table 6.5 Average length for different number of selected nodes in NSFNet
λ Selection FF FF FF SC SC SC
Rate MCRA-Y1 ECBRA Enum MCRA-Y1 ECBRA Enum
50 0 0 0 0 0 0
75 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 0 0 0 0 0 0
125 1 2 1 5 3 3
150 99 119 165 165 113 192
175 1116 1079 1244 1006 934 1334
200 3344 3361 3914 3150 3058 3927
Table 6.6 Blocking NSFNet all request have four selected nodes
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λ Selection FF FF FF SC SC SC
Rate MCRA-Y1 ECBRA Enum MCRA-Y1 ECBRA Enum
50 0 0 0 0 0 0
75 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 0 0 0 0 0 0
125 29 22 10 34 30 14
150 488 437 419 486 489 459
175 2335 2401 2450 2134 2172 2526
200 5364 5375 5603 4942 5375 5655
Table 6.7 Blocking NSFNet request have between four to six selected nodes
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CHAPTER 7. QUORUM CYCLES
In this chapter we establish optical circuits that are advantageous to distributed algorithms
while still supporting arbitrary communication. Distributed algorithms often group nodes into
sets called quorums to reach consensus, coordinate mutual exclusion, or replicate data. We use
quorums to support communication. In particular we use a special type of quorum, called a
cyclic quorum.
For each quorum we establish a cycle in the network to support optical communication
between the nodes on the cycle. All nodes in a quorum can then be contacted by simply doing
a broadcast on the cycle.
In the set of cyclic quorums for a network all possible node pairs appear in at least one
quorum. The number of cyclic quorums and therefore the number of cycles is the same as the
number of nodes. Given that nodes which appear on the same cycle can talk to each other,
any pair of nodes can communicate by transmitting on the correct cycle. For many network
sizes, node pairs appear in multiple cycles allowing for load balancing of traffic.
In this chapter, we will
1. Introduce the concept of quorums.
2. Use the example of NSFNet to illustrate the basic ideas.
3. Examine how opportunities provided for load balancing vary by the number of nodes in
the network.
4. Get an intuition for how long quorum supporting cycles tend to be in several types of
random graphs.
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5. We report results from using the routing algorithm enhancement of considering subgraphs
with a link removed to get intuition on how the benefits provided depend on network
parameters.
7.1 Quorums
The concept of quorums comes from distributed systems. Quorums are sets that have the
property that any two of the sets have a common element. Quorums have uses in minimizing
the amount of communication needed in a distributed system. In (39) quorums are used to
coordinate mutual exclusion in accessing some resource using between 3
√
n and 5
√
n messages.
The intersection of two quorums always contains a node as per the basic definition, i.e.
qi∩qj 6= φ. In (39) quorums includes three additional properties not required by the definition.
These properties are listed below. The quorum qi includes the node vi, which is useful for
organizational purposes. The other two properties are an attempt to distribute load across the
network. If the number of requests sent to a node are proportional to the number of quorums
it belongs to, all nodes appearing in an equal number means equal load. Along the same lines,
if the number of requests sent to a quorum is proportional to its size, larger quorums would be
more heavily loaded. Making them equal size evens out the load.
• vi ∈ qi
• |qi| = k
• Each node vi is in d quorums.
Not all authors maintain these extra properties. For example (40), authors propose a scheme
to update a distributed data base in a network where faults may occur. They did not maintain
all three properties. They considered forming quorums by organizing nodes into a binary tree.
Any path from the root to a leaf is a quorum. The root node appears in all quorums, with
nodes of greater depth appearing in fewer quorums. So some nodes will appear in many more
quorums than others.
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To the best of our knowledge, no efficient algorithm is known to find quorums of minimum
size that maintain the properties used by (39). There has been progress in this area with
required size dropping form 2
√
n, to
√
2n and down to
√
1.5n (41).
In (42) propose two algorithms for finding quorums. In these algorithms the properties are
further restricted by selecting k = d. One restricted quorum type considered is called a cyclic
quorum. Cyclic quorums are an interesting type of quorum in that the entire list of quorums
can be created from knowing only one of the quorums. To generate the list of the rest of the
quorums, simple increment the id number of the nodes in the quorum. If the id number was
already the highest possible value, the next increment is the lowest id number. They lists a
smallest possible cyclic quorum for nodes ranging between 4 and 111. The middle column of
Table 7.1 lists the cyclic quorums for a network of 14 nodes.
While quorums allow for distributed systems to be efficient in terms of messages, there is a
need to keep delay in quorum using systems to a minimum. The topology planning proposed
in the next section addresses this. Research in to minimizing the delay at the software level
has been considered in (43). In (44) messaging delays are suggested as a reason for quorums
not being adopted in replicated databases system two decades after their use was proposed for
this application.
7.2 Quorum for Routing
In this section, we use NSFNet as an example. NSFNet is a 14 node 22 link network which
is shown in Figure 7.1. At a size of fourteen nodes, it has a cyclic quorums of size five.
In the table quorums have been numbered one to 14 with these numbers given in the first
column in Table 7.1. To support broadcasting to each quorum, we found a cycle using the
nodes in the quorum as the selected nodes. The resulting cycles are given in the third column
of Table 7.1.
7.2.1 Analysis of Solution
The specific cycle finding algorithm we used was ECBRA enhanced by considering all
subgraphs with one link absent. Individual cycle lengths fall in the range 7 to 11 links with
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Figure 7.1 NSFNet
their average length being 8.57 links. The combined length is 120 links.
7.2.2 Routing Analysis
If we were to support all-to-all traffic by using traditional point-to-point connections the
cost would be higher. There are 91 possible node pairs. As only 22 of them are connection
via a link, it takes over 200 links to support point-to-point which is much more than the 120
needed to support routing on the cycles.
7.2.3 Light-Trail on Cycle
Traffic can be managed on the cycles in a number of ways. The cycles could be SONET
rings, or traffic on the cycle could be handled by a set of light-trails. We assume the latter as
light-trails are very responsive to changing traffic demands.
A light-trail is an all optical way of sharing the bandwidth between multiple nodes in an
optical circuit. A light-trail is a uni-direction path in a network. Figure 7.2 shows a five nodes
light-trail where each node has a transmitter and receiver and a node can receive data from
any of its upstream node. Like the traditional light-path it has a beginning node and an ending
node. Unlike the traditional light-path, nodes in the middle of a light-trail have a receiver that
is listening to traffic and a transmitter than can place traffic on the light-trail. A scheduling
protocol is necessary to ensure two nodes do not try to transmit on the light-trail at the same
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Quorum Number Quorum Cycle
1 1 2 3 4 8 4 12 13 8 3 2 1
2 2 3 4 5 9 3 2 1 4 5 6 9 10 7
3 3 4 5 6 10 6 14 4 5 3 7 10 9
4 4 5 6 7 11 11 10 7 3 5 6 14 4 12
5 5 6 7 8 12 7 8 13 12 4 5 6 9 10
6 6 7 8 9 13 6 9 10 13 8 7 3 5
7 7 8 9 10 14 8 3 2 14 6 9 10 7
8 8 9 10 11 1 11 10 9 6 14 1 2 3 8 13 12
9 9 10 11 12 2 11 10 9 6 14 2 1 4 12
10 10 11 12 13 3 13 8 3 7 10 11 12
11 11 12 13 14 4 13 8 3 2 14 4 12 11 10
12 12 13 14 1 5 1 4 12 13 8 3 5 4 14
13 13 14 1 2 6 2 1 4 12 13 10 9 6 14
14 14 1 2 3 7 14 6 9 10 7 3 2 1
Table 7.1 Cyclic Quorums and Cycles Found in NSFNet
time. Often it is assumed there is a separate control channel is used to support the scheduling
algorithm.
Figure 7.2 A Five Node Light-trail
Light-trails can be used to support traffic on a cycle by selecting one node on the cycle
to be both the place where the light-trail begins and ends. The path taken by the light-trail
would be the cycle it is supporting. Because a light-trail is uni-directional, at least two of them
are needed to allow for any node on a cycle to communicate with any other node on the cycle.
The two light-trails are setup to carry traffic in opposite directions.
If traffic on cycle is expected to be heavier than can be supported by one light-trail in each
direction, one could use multiple light-trails. This can be planned for by assuming initially
to have one light-trail in each direction and then change the plan by splitting the light-trail
into multiple light-trails. Splitting the light-trail involves selecting intermediate nodes which
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will terminate one light-trail and begin another. These splitting nodes are responsible for
electronically relaying any traffic that needs to be transferred to one post-split light-trail to
another. The placement of these splitting nodes along with their impact on latency and available
bandwidth is the topic of chapter 8.
7.2.4 Hardware Cost
All-to-all routing can be supported even if for each cycle only the nodes in the quorum it
supports can access the light-trail. Other nodes need not be equipped with the hardware to
transmit or receive signals on the light-trail. For each light-trail, nodes in the middle must be
able to transmit and receive on the light-trail while end nodes just need one functionality. In
the example of NSFNet, even if a node were always in the middle of a light-trail it would need
only 10 transmitters and receivers. This is a saving over establishing light-paths between all
pairs of nodes which would require 13 sets of transmitters and receivers at each node.
Alternately, we could increase runtime flexibility in routing by adding sufficient transmitters
and receivers to allow any node on a cycle to use the light-trails that follow the cycle.
7.2.5 Load-Balancing Discrete Requests
Often network traffic is modeled as discrete connection requests that enter the network and
are given a fixed route for the duration of the request. These requests can be load balanced by
node pairs that appear on multiple cycles. For any request between a node pair that exists on
more than one cycles, the least loaded of the light-trails can be selected.
Table 7.2 shows which node pairs have the option to load-balance between cycles. Some
node pairs such as (1,2) exists in three different quorums so they have three possible light-trails
on which they can send traffic. Some node pairs such as (8,14) only exist in one quorum so
cannot make any adjustments if their cycle becomes overloaded. This is under the assumption
that only nodes in the quorum supported by the cycles are active on the light-trails using the
cycle. The node pair (8,14) only occurs in quorum 7. If we allow nodes to transmit or receive
on any light-trail passing through them, then node pair (8,14) could also use cycles 8, 11, or
12.
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13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
14 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 3
13 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
12 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
11 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
10 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
9 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
8 3 2 1 1 1 1 2
7 3 2 1 1 1 1
6 3 2 1 1 1
5 3 2 1 1
4 3 2 1
3 3 2
2 3
Table 7.2 Number of Times an Element Pair Occurs in Cyclic Quorums (14 Nodes)
7.2.6 Load-Balancing Fluctuating Traffic Demand
Most work on optical networks tends to assume discrete requests enter and leave the net-
work. This makes sense if the clients are internet service providers (ISP)s buying large connec-
tions to internally split between many users. Requests would have to be larger than average
need to handle traffic surges.
Using light-trails in the core network is more efficient since bandwidth could be adjusted
to actual need instead of being over provisioned. To expose variable need to the network one
needs to model traffic as a demand between nodes that can be reassigned from one light-trail
to another or split between light-trails. The chances that a heavily loaded light-trail can off
load its traffic to another light-trail depends on the number of node pairs they share.
Table 7.3 shows the number of nodes shared by each pair of quorums. The first row and
left most column are identification number of the quorums all other number are the number
of common elements. White space has been used instead of listing the number of overlaps
between quorums twice.
We comment on a few example points in the table. Quorums 14 and 11 only share node
14 and so are shown to have one node in common. We see that some quorum pairs have up to
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three elements common between them. For instance quorums 14 and 13 share nodes {14,1,2}.
These three nodes form three node pairs. Traffic between the each node pair can be arbitrarily
split between the cycles based off of quorums 14 and 13. If one of the cycles were to become
heavily loaded, any of these three pairs could shift its traffic to the less loaded cycle. Any pair
of cycles shown in Table 7.1 to have more than one common element can shift traffic between
themselves.
13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
14 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 3
13 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 2
12 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 3 1
11 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 3
10 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 2
9 3 2 1 3 2 1 1 1
8 3 2 1 3 2 1 1
7 3 2 1 3 2 1
6 3 2 1 3 2
5 3 2 1 3
4 3 2 1
3 3 2
2 3
Table 7.3 Number of Common Nodes between Cyclic Quorums (14 Nodes)
7.3 Load Balancing Opportunities for Different Network Sizes
There are a few unfortunate network sizes where the minimum cost number of transmitters
and receivers used in a cyclic quorum provides no opportunities for load balancing. This section
examines node pair reoccurrences in cyclic quorums to show this is a rare event.
Opportunities for load balancing exist if node pairs appear in more than one cycle. As
every cycle in this chapter is formed using a cyclical quorum as the selected nodes, at minimum
node pairs that repeat in the quorums also repeat between the cycles. It is the minimum since
we leave it up to the network designer if the expense of allowing all nodes in a cycle use the
light-trail is justified. We have seen there are load balancing opportunities in NSFNet just
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assuming this minimum.
Table 7.1 can be summarized as saying 35 pairs of quorums have only one node in common
so cannot shift traffic between them. There are 28 pairs of quorums having two common nodes
so one node pair can shift traffic between them. Finally there are also 28 quorum pairs that
share three nodes, so three different node pairs have a choice to shift traffic from one cycle to
the other. Tables 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 show cyclic quorums up to size 111 and list
these types of overlaps. The list goes to 111 because minimum size cyclic quorums up to that
size are known. The list is broken into three tables for space reasons.
For the cyclical quorums for size 14, there are 56 node pairs that only appear in one quorum.
There are 21 node pairs that appear in two quorums. There are 14 node pairs that appear
in three quorums. Information on the number of times node pairs appear in cyclic quorum
overlaps for quorums with up to 111 nodes is given in Tables 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, 7.13, 7.14, and
7.15.
Nodes One
6 15
7 21
12 66
13 78
21 210
28 378
31 465
50 1225
57 1596
73 2628
91 4095
Table 7.4 Nodes shared between Quorums frequency (one time)
7.4 Initial Load Balancing
Let us consider a simpler set of light-trails than quorum cycles to understand how traffic can
be load balanced between light-trails. Figure 7.3 shows three light-trails formed in a five node
network. The node pairs 2-3 and 3-4 are shared between light-trails. When requests arrive,
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they are routed on the light-trail with the least load. An example traffic load is shown in Table
7.16. Requests arrive in the order shown and given the assignments listed. Light-trails are
close to being load-balanced with them handling 10,9, and 8 units of bandwidth respectively.
Figure 7.3 Three Light-trails in a Five Node Network
7.5 Redistributing the Load
We can represent the current state of the network as a matrix T indexed by both node-
pairs and light-trails. An example of this representation is given in Table 7.17. Loads from the
schedule from Table 7.16 are shown as numbers not in parenthesis. Shown in parenthesis are
changes that would improve the load balancing. We present an algorithm that finds and makes
these changes.
To load balance between light-trails, we developed a centralized algorithm that is executed
at a low frequency. Low frequency could mean anything from every few seconds to once every
quarter of an hour. All nodes send an update of their average demand to every destination
and the percentage of the demand being sent on each light-trail. This allows for matrix T to
be constructed. The granularity for entries in T should be set such that near instantaneous
changes in traffic are normally smaller than the granularity.
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7.5.1 Informal Algorithm Description
This section describes in paragraphs what will in a later section be presented more formally
with pseudo-code.
We reschedule using a multi-graph based algorithm. It is a multi-graph since vertices can
have multiple edges between them. In this section edges and vertices are the terms which will
be used to describe the multi-graph, the terms nodes and links refer to the physical network
on which we are scheduling traffic.
The multi-graph is constructed by creating a vertex vl for each light-trail. A value is stored
at the vertex saying how much traffic the corresponding light-trail is assigned. This can be
derived by summing over a column of T . For each node pair which are shared between two
light-trails, an edge is added between the corresponding vertices in the multi-graph.
In this multi-graph, a simple path between from a source vertex to a destination vertex
represents a change to how node pairs distribute their traffic in the network. Crossing an edge
vi to vj in the multi-graph means the node pair represented by that edge should move some of
their traffic from light-trail i to light-trail j. When finding a path we only consider crossing an
edges in a given direction if T shows traffic exists that can be shifted. The light-trails which
are represented by the source and destination nodes in the multi-graph have the amount of
traffic they handle changed. Light-trails represented by intermediate vertices do not have their
load changed since the increased load from one node pair is offset by the decreased load from
another.
A load balance can be archived by repeatedly selecting the vertex with the most load, and
finding the shortest path to the nearest vertex with noticeable less load (more than one unit of
bandwidth) while only crossing edges as described. Reassignments for how traffic is distributed
are made based on the path. The amount of traffic moved is equal to whichever is lower: the
relevant entry in T on the path or half the difference in the loads of the vertices. If the most
loaded vertex has no path to a less loaded vertex it is removed from consideration.
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Multi Light-Trail Load Balancing Algorithm
Input: L the set of light-trails, T a matrix of traffic indexed by node-pairs and
light-trails
Output:
Create a set V of vertexes, one for each li ∈ L
foreach li ∈ L lj ∈ L, i 6= j do
θ = li ∩ lj
foreach na ∈ θ nb ∈ θ, a 6= b do
Add an edge between vi and vj . Store index pair (a, b) in edge.
end
end
Let k = 1
while k < |V | do
Update total light-trail load stored in each vertex in V to have traffic determined
from T
Sort vertices vk . . . v|V | from light-trail using the most traffic to using the least
P = shortest path from vk to vz, where vz is nearest vertex with traffic lower by
more than one unit
if P 6= NULL then
t = Smallest value in T used to justify crossing an edge in P
h = Half the difference of the light-trail loads listed at vk and vz
Shift traffic in T in along the path P with the amount equal to min(t, h)
end
else
k = k + 1
end
end
Return matrix T
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7.5.2 Pseudo-Code of Algorithm
Every time the while loop is executed a vertex is removed from consideration, or load is
balanced between two light-trails. The algorithm terminates after a finite amount of steps.
If the algorithm were to be interrupted at the start of the while loop due to response time
considerations, the matrix T would represent a traffic distribution with a better load balance
than the initial input.
7.5.3 Optimality of Load Balance Algorithm
This algorithm is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the load of the more highly loaded
light-trails. The optimality of the algorithm can be seen by considering the conditions that
cause there to be no shortest path from a vertex to one with lower load. If there is no path
from a vertex vk to a vertex with a noticeable lower demand, there are two cases:
1. There is no such vertex. In this case load balancing has already been achieved.
2. Due to edges not existing or not being available due to T , there is a cut in the multi-graph
isolating vk from every node with a lower load. The subgraph isolated by the cut and
containing vk represents one or more light-trails that are already load balanced amongst
themselves. This follows from how the subgraph is defined. If there are any unavailable
edges crossing the cut, then every node-pair that has the option not to send traffic into
the subgraph is already sending all traffic elsewhere. Therefore, no algorithm could assign
less traffic to the light-trails represented by vertices in the subgraph.
The algorithm does not terminate until the shortest path algorithm fails for every node.
When the shortest path algorithm fails, the subgraph discoursed above has the minimum
possible traffic assigned to vertices inside of it. The vertices in this cut will not have their
values reassigned again during the algorithm. As explained previously they are already in
equilibrium with themselves. Vertices considered later by the algorithm will not change the
load of vertices in the cut, because any vertices not removed from consideration before this cut
was formed have equal or less load. When a vertex is considered, the only option available is
to lower its load by raising another the load of a less loaded light-trail.
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7.5.4 Example of Redistributing Load
The corresponding multi-graph to the light-trails shown in Figure 7.3 is the multi-graph
given in Figure 7.4. Let us call the three vertices v1, v2, and v3 which represent light-trails one
to three respectively. Edges in the multi-graph are labeled with node pairs indexes from the
physical graph. Looking at matrix T in Table 7.17 we can see that some of the edges will be
ignored by a shortest path algorithm. There are two edges between v1 and v2 representing the
fact that light-trails one and two share node pairs (2,3) and (3,4). Matrix T shows that node
pair (3,4) has no traffic on light-trail one, so the edge between v1 and v2 labeled with (3,4)
cannot be used to find a shortest path, while the edge labeled with (2,3) can be used since that
node pair has four units of traffic on light-trail one.
The redistributing algorithm starts by finding that the most heavily loaded light-trail is
light-trail one with 10 units of bandwidth. A shortest path algorithm will find there is a path
from v1 to v3 which meets the constraints of reaching a vertex handling more than one unit
less traffic and edges followed represent node pairs with traffic that can be moved. Half the
difference between traffic carried on light-trails one and three is one unit of bandwidth. This
amount of bandwidth is shifted between light-trail represented by the path in the multi-graph.
The numbers changed by this operation are shown in parentheses in Table 7.17 next to the
original values.
Figure 7.4 Multi Graph used for Rescheduling
7.5.5 Run Time of Load Balance Algorithm
Let the average load of the light-trails be < a >. Let Load(vi) be the amount of traffic
assigned to vertex/light-trail i. Equation 7.1 is the number of units of bandwidth that need
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to be reassigned to load balance all light-trails. Above average loaded light-trails need traffic
removed, while below average will be given more traffic. Each time a shortest path is found,
the most loaded light-trail has at least one of its unit of traffic reassigned. Even if only one
unit of bandwidth is reassigned each time a shortest path is found at most c shortest paths can
occur. There will be |V | times when no path is found. The number of executions of the while
loop is therefor O(c + |V |). The dominate expense of the while loop is finding the shortest
path. There are shortest path algorithms that run in as little as O(edges). So the algorithms
running time is O((edges) ∗ (c+ |V |)).
c =
|V |∑
i=1
| < a > −Load(vi)| (7.1)
The worst case number of edges is when all nodes in the network are in every light-trail and
there are w light-trails from w wavelengths in the network. This results in a multi-graph with
w vertices each of which has n(n−1)2 edges between each pair of vertices. This would result in
w∗(w−1)
2 ∗ n(n−1)2 edges.
7.6 Required Cycle Length
In this section, we get examine how long quorum supporting cycles tend to be in several
types of random graphs. To do this we find cycles on many random graphs. We generated
288 random graphs. For each of the six types defined in an earlier chapter i.e. Typo 0 (sparse
graph short links), Typo I (sparse graph long links), Typo II (medium density graph short
links), Typo III (medium density graph long links), Typo IV (dense graph short links), and
Typo V (dense graph long links) there were 48 graphs. These were evenly divided between
graphs with 20, 35, 50, and 65 nodes. The cyclic quorums for graphs of these sizes contain 6,
7, 8, and 9 nodes, respectively.
Figure 7.5 gives the average cycle lengths as a function of the number of nodes in the graph.
Each data point is the average cycle length taken over the 12 graphs generated for a given types
and number of nodes. The x-axis gives the number of nodes in the random graphs, while the
y-axis gives the average cycle length. Cycles were found using ECBRA combined with looking
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at all subgraphs with one edge removed.
Larger networks required longer cycles. This is what we would expect because larger net-
works have larger quorums which become selected nodes. More selected nodes means larger
cycles. Graphs which we describe as ”dense” are described as such from the context of net-
working, they are far from having the link density of a graphs like clicks. Graphs of the extreme
density of a click would allow for cycle lengths to grow by only one edge between graph sizes
considered. Link density in random graphs considered do not support these short of cycles.
Figure 7.5 Average Length of Cycles that form Quorums
7.6.1 Benefits from Considering Subgraphs
In an earlier chapter, we saw that there were benefits for routing cycles in one specific
network. Here we move beyond just considering Arpanet to develop intuition for how benefits
from this method depend on network parameters.
We now demonstrate there are benefits to the average cycle length for all the random graph
types considered in this dissertation. Some graph types tend to benefit more than others. The
benefit of considering subgraphs with one link removed is shown in Figure 7.6. This figure
reports the difference between what the average length would have been using only ECBRA on
the original graphs and the results found by also considering the subgraphs. The x-axis gives
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the number of nodes in the random graphs, while the y-axis gives the savings in the average
cycle length. The average savings for graphs of only 20 nodes is less than a link for all types.
For types 0, I, and II, the savings is over half, this suggests that every other cycle is one link
shorter. The changes are somewhat more varied. Table 7.18 gives an example of cycle lengths
from a Type I network were ECBRA only on the full graph found an average length of 10.05
while also considering subgraphs brought the average down to 9.4.
For graphs with 65 nodes, the average cycle length for some types can be improved by more
than two. Individual cycle length improvements can be more drastic. For instance one of the
random type I graphs with 65 nodes has a cycle were on the full graph 29 edges were required
but one subgraph allowed ECBRA to find a cycle with only 20.
Figure 7.6 Savings from removing one link
Instead of considering the absolute length of cycles found, we also consider the resulting
cycle size in comparison to the number of selected nodes the cycle had to contain. In some
sense this measures the efficiency of the routing scheme when we only equip nodes with the
minimum amount of needed hardware. The larger the ratio the more unwanted nodes we have
been forced to include. Figure 7.7 shows cycle lengths that have been divided by the number of
selected nodes a cycle contains. Graph types with fewer and or shorter links require more links
in a cycle per selected node. It is interesting to note that the ratio of needed links to selected
nodes does not strictly increase with graph size as this ratio is seen to increase as number of
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noes goes from 20 to 35 then to 50. The trend does not continue since the ratio decreases
again between 50 and 65. So increasing network size does not force decreasing efficiency. This
has implications if one were to consider selecting only a subset of nodes in a network to be
connected into quorum supporting cycles. Simply selecting a smaller number of nodes would
not guarantee efficiency.
Figure 7.7 Normalized Cycle Length
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Nodes One Two
4 0 6
5 5 5
8 4 24
9 9 27
10 25 20
11 33 22
16 56 64
17 51 85
18 99 54
19 114 57
26 191 134
27 221 130
36 306 324
37 333 333
39 390 351
48 737 391
49 632 544
51 969 306
60 870 900
62 1085 806
63 1084 869
64 928 1088
65 1381 699
75 1299 1476
76 1900 950
77 1636 1290
78 2148 855
93 2791 1487
95 3177 1288
110 3939 2056
111 3701 2404
Table 7.5 Nodes shared between Quorums frequency (twice )
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Nodes One Two Three
14 35 28 28
15 45 30 30
20 10 153 27
22 77 110 44
23 92 115 46
24 144 60 72
25 150 75 75
32 208 216 72
33 138 288 102
34 255 199 107
35 350 131 114
44 308 503 135
45 426 202 362
46 413 435 187
47 470 233 378
58 751 612 290
59 787 626 298
61 1136 328 366
72 688 1541 327
74 1786 0 915
79 2528 0 553
88 1485 1342 1001
89 1898 995 1023
90 1962 1638 405
92 2852 688 646
106 2358 1908 1299
107 2910 1494 1267
108 2565 2202 1011
109 3058 1896 932
Table 7.6 Nodes shared between Quorums frequency (three times)
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Nodes One Two Three Four
29 116 145 87 58
30 180 90 75 90
38 129 351 137 86
40 280 260 150 90
41 303 246 142 129
42 336 231 162 132
43 430 172 161 140
52 492 232 184 418
53 475 236 452 215
54 621 264 372 174
55 550 273 220 442
56 768 252 263 257
68 806 867 349 256
69 1185 581 274 306
70 1074 554 420 367
71 1267 532 323 363
84 1456 706 969 355
85 1524 1171 514 361
86 1480 1352 393 430
87 1583 1087 584 487
102 1751 1753 487 1160
103 2244 1183 1363 463
104 3247 728 600 781
105 2642 633 1520 665
Table 7.7 Nodes shared between Quorums frequency (four times)
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Nodes One Two Three Four Five
66 905 330 297 310 303
67 852 469 335 279 276
80 830 1093 413 480 344
81 1391 729 439 322 359
82 1407 697 459 408 350
83 1481 664 456 378 424
96 1659 944 538 1014 405
97 1460 952 1288 540 416
98 2503 537 686 341 686
99 1959 1359 507 621 405
100 1850 1443 700 457 500
101 1838 1437 532 678 565
Table 7.8 Nodes shared between Quorums frequency (five times)
Nodes One Two Three Four Five Six
94 1613 846 517 526 468 401
Table 7.9 Nodes shared between Quorums frequency (six times)
Nodes Once
7 21
13 78
21 210
31 465
57 1596
73 2628
91 4095
Table 7.10 The number of times node pair occurs in cyclical quorums (one time)
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Nodes Once Twice
4 0 6
5 5 5
6 12 3
8 8 20
9 18 18
10 30 15
11 44 11
12 60 6
16 80 40
17 102 34
18 126 27
19 152 19
26 260 65
27 297 54
28 336 42
36 504 126
37 555 111
39 663 78
48 912 216
49 980 196
50 1050 175
51 1122 153
60 1380 390
62 1550 341
63 1638 315
64 1728 288
65 1820 260
77 2387 539
93 3441 837
95 3705 760
111 4884 1221
Table 7.11 The number of times node pair occurs in cyclical quorums (twice)
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Nodes Once Twice Three Time
14 56 21 14
15 75 15 15
20 100 70 20
22 154 55 22
23 184 46 23
24 216 36 24
25 250 25 25
32 352 112 32
33 396 99 33
34 442 85 34
35 490 70 35
44 704 198 44
45 810 90 90
46 828 161 46
47 940 47 94
58 1276 319 58
59 1357 295 59
61 1525 244 61
72 1944 540 72
74 2294 185 222
75 2250 450 75
76 2356 418 76
78 2574 351 78
79 2686 316 79
88 2992 660 176
89 3115 623 178
90 3150 765 90
92 3404 690 92
106 4346 1007 212
107 4601 749 321
108 4644 918 216
109 4687 1090 109
110 4840 1045 110
Table 7.12 The number of times node pair occurs in cyclical quorums (three times)
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Nodes Once Twice Three Time Four Time
29 290 58 29 29
30 330 45 30 30
38 456 171 38 38
40 560 140 40 40
41 615 123 41 41
42 672 105 42 42
43 731 86 43 43
52 1040 130 52 104
53 1060 159 106 53
54 1134 135 108 54
55 1265 55 55 110
56 1232 196 56 56
68 1700 442 68 68
69 1794 414 69 69
70 1890 385 70 70
71 1988 355 71 71
84 2688 546 168 84
85 2720 680 85 85
86 2838 645 86 86
87 2958 609 87 87
102 4080 765 102 204
103 4120 824 206 103
104 4160 988 104 104
105 4410 735 210 105
Table 7.13 The number of times node pair occurs in cyclical quorums (four times)
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Nodes Once Twice Three Time Four Time Five Times
66 1716 231 66 66 66
67 1809 201 67 67 67
80 2400 520 80 80 80
81 2511 486 81 81 81
82 2624 451 82 82 82
83 2739 415 83 83 83
96 3552 624 96 192 96
97 3589 679 194 97 97
98 3822 441 294 98 98
99 3762 792 99 99 99
100 3900 750 100 100 100
101 4040 707 101 101 101
Table 7.14 The number of times node pair occurs in cyclical quorums (five times)
Nodes Once Twice Three Time Four Time Five Times Six Times
94 3478 517 94 94 94 94
Table 7.15 The number of times node pair occurs in cyclical quorums (six times)
Requests Bandwidth Assigned
2-3 4 LT-1
4-5 6 LT-3
3-4 4 LT-2
2-4 5 LT-2
1-3 6 LT-1
3-5 2 LT-3
Table 7.16 A Set of Requests to the Three Light-Trail Network
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LT-1 LT-2 LT-3
5-4 0 0 7
5-3 0 0 1
5-2 0 0 0
5-1 0 0 0
4-3 0 4 (3) 0 (1)
4-2 0 5 0
4-1 0 0 0
3-2 4 (3) 0 (1) 0
3-1 6 0 0
2-1 0 0 0
Total 10 (9) 9 8 (9)
Table 7.17 The T Matrix before (after) Load Balancing
Only Full Graph Full and Subgraphs
9 8
13 11
9 8
10 9
10 10
12 11
10 10
10 10
9 9
14 12
8 8
10 10
12 8
9 9
8 8
9 9
10 10
9 9
10 10
10 9
Table 7.18 Cycle lengths from a 20 node network of Type I
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CHAPTER 8. MANAGING TRAFFIC ON A LIGHT-TRAIL
In this chapter we consider how traffic can be managed on a cycle. We consider managing
traffic on the cycle by using the idea of a light-trail to manage traffic going in each direction
on the cycle.
In the case where there is a large cycle with a single wavelength, it could be the case that the
light-trail becomes over-loaded. This can be handled by split the light-trail into two, and have a
node relay the traffic that originates in one light-trail but has a destination in the second. This
increases spatial multiplexing at the expense of adding optical-electrical-optical conversion and
electronic buffering at one node. If we are willing to allow the expense of electronic buffering,
then we find ourselves asking if it is worthwhile to even consider the light-trail concept as a way
to manage traffic. If all nodes store and forward traffic, the maximum bandwidth is available
since there is no link carries traffic past its destination or blocked by downstream traffic. It
turns out that this incurs more cost in terms of electronic buffering than is useful.
Assuming all nodes transmit to all downstream nodes, there is a link that carries n
2
4 con-
nections. This forms a bottle neck in the network, so other nodes cannot fully utilize the
available local bandwidth. These nodes can be grouped into small light-trails thus avoiding
some electronic buffering without sacrificing bandwidth. There are tradeoffs involving packet
latency, light-trail length, and the ability to respond in real time to dynamic traffic.
The rest of this chapter reviews capacity benefits of light-trail splitting originally present
in (45) followed by an examination of the affect on latency.
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8.1 Capacity Benefits of Light-trail Splitting
Consider an n node light-trail, with nodes numbered 0 to n − 1 as shown in Figure 8.1.
Let there be a node k at which the light-trail will be split into two segments, where traffic
between the two post-split light-trails must undergo optical-electronic-optical conversion at
node k to travel between the two segments. All node pairs have a connection between them,
each connection requires the same amount of bandwidth which we shall denote as c units of
bandwidth. Traffic supported by the light-trail is
Figure 8.1 A light-trail from node n− 1 to node 0
cn(n− 1)
2
(8.1)
Figure 8.1 shows nodes indexed by both variables a and b. Equation 8.2 gives the traffic
which is generated and consumed internally by nodes 0 to k by summing the amount of traffic
each node is consuming, where nodes are numbered using index a.
k∑
a=1
ca =
ck(k + 1)
2
(8.2)
There are two kinds of traffic for the first segment of the pre-split light-trail. Internal traffic
is the one which is generated by the nodes in the segment and destined for the nodes in the
same segment. The traffic generated by the nodes in the segment of light-trail and consumed
by nodes not in the segment is called external.
Traffic which is generated and consumed internally by nodes k to n−1 is given by Equation
8.3. The left hand side of this equation comes from totaling traffic generated at nodes for
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downstream nodes, where nodes are indexed using b shown in Figure 8.1.
n−k−1∑
b=1
cb =
c(n− k)(n− k − 1)
2
(8.3)
For the two segments to carry equal traffic, we set the traffic of the left and right segment
equal and solve for k. This turns out to only be feasible if there are an odd number of nodes.
The split occurs at k = n−12 which is the middle node. If n is even, then k =
n−1
2 is not an
integer so we look at the two closest solutions to the middle which are k = n−22 or k =
n
2 .
The larger segment will handle traffic n8 (3n − 2) and the smaller segment will handle traffic
n
8 (3n− 6). The difference in the traffic on the two sides is n2 .
The number of connections between nodes with number lower than k to nodes higher than
k is k(n−k−1). Therefore node k would need at most enough electronic buffering to store and
forward ck(n−k−1) units of traffic. A light-trail split at node k will consist of two light-trails,
one on the left (nodes 0 to k) handles traffic ck2 (2n− k − 1) and the one on the right (nodes k
to n− 1) handles traffic c(n− k − 1)(n+k2 ).
There is little point in examining more splitting analytically as few lengths have exact
solutions for small lengths. The smallest three way split requires a six node light-trail. This
case is examined in [us]. The next two shortest light-trail that can be slit three ways with equal
traffic are lengths 35 nodes and 204 nodes.
8.1.1 Most Loaded Link
Splitting reaches its limit when each link is a light-trail. To support the traffic each node
i must transmit its own traffic as well as traffic from nodes 0 to i− 1 to nodes i+ 1 to n− 1.
Multiplying the number of sources (i+ 1) before a link, with the number of destinations after
a link ((n− 1)− i), gives a total number of (i+ 1)((n− 1)− i) connections on a link.
Finding the node with most traffic can be done by setting the derivative of this expression
to zero and solving for i.
d
di
(i+ 1)(n− 1− i) = −2i+ n− 2 = 0 (8.4)
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Solving for i tells us the node n−22 will have the largest load. This link will carry
n2
4
connections. The ratio between this amount of traffic and the total traffic is thus:
n2
4
n(n−1)
2
=
n
2(n− 1) (8.5)
The traffic on this link is a bottle neck, so replacing a light-trail in a network with nodes
that electronically buffer and forward can only about double the amount traffic the system can
handle.
8.2 Latency Benefits of Light-trail Splitting
A packet using a light-trail can see latency from two sources. One is the time required
for transmission, signal propagation, and reception. This time we take to be negligible. The
other source of delay is from sitting in a buffer waiting for its’ time to be transmitted. To
characterize this delay we make assumptions about the medium access protocol being used on
the light-trail.
The access protocol presents some interesting tradeoffs. Assuming timeslots are of fixed
length, and that there is good clock synchronization one can create schedules that produce
minimal latencies once the light-trails are split. Alternately one can consider schedules where
connections give up their time slot early at times of low demand or use larger time slots when
there is a lot of traffic between a pair of nodes and this is coordinated by monitoring the
light-trail.
8.2.1 Static Schedule with Fixed Length Timeslots
In this section we assume that time is divided into rounds, where during a round each
connection between a node pair is given a turn to talk. The turn consists of a timeslot that
has been allocated to the connection. Timeslots are of uniform length. Delays seen by a packet
is taken to be an integer number of timeslots. When we consider splitter nodes they will be
assumed to be able to transmit one connection while receiving and buffer another connection.
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Splitter nodes are allowed to buffer several timeslots worth of traffic. We will see that splitting
light-trails has latency benefits.
We will give several examples in table form before analyzing the general case. Numbers
separated by a dash are the beginning and end nodes of a light-trail. Numbers with an arrow
between them are connections. Numbers are a delay measured in timeslots or a timeslot number.
The use should be clear from context as timeslots are only listed in the left most column and
are number sequentially starting at one
8.2.2 Splitting a Light-trail Once
Let us consider how the schedule for a light-trail such as the one shown in Figure 8.2.
When the light-trail is split, both sides use modified versions of the original schedule. Each
new light-trail segment removes connections from the list that it does not support and schedules
the remainder of the connections in order. Connections that originate from the α segment and
terminate in the β segment are buffered in one time slot and transmitted in the next.
Figure 8.2 A light-trail Split Into Two Light-trails Lengths α and β
Table 8.1 shows the schedule for a three node light-trail, and table 8.2 shows the resulting
schedule when it is broken into two segments. Since the schedule is shorter, the number of
time slots a connection waits between use of the light-trail is reduced. Table 8.3 and Table 8.4
show how the schedule changes for a light-trail of length five that is split into two light-trails
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of length three. The schedules in the post split trail have need fewer timeslots and connections
in the later light-trail are at most delayed one time slot compared to the pre-split light-trail.
Timeslots/LT 0− 2
1 0→2
2 0→1
3 1→2
Table 8.1 Traffic Schedule on a Three Node Light-trail
Timeslots/LT 0− 1 1− 2
1 0→2 1→2
2 0→1 0→2
Table 8.2 Traffic Schedule On A Two, Two Node Light-trail
Timeslots/LT 0− 4
1 2→4
2 0→4
3 0→3
4 1→4
5 1→3
6 2→3
7 3→4
8 0→1
9 1→2
10 0→2
Table 8.3 Traffic Schedule on a Five Node Light-trail
8.2.3 Worst Case Latency
In the limiting case that light-trails are one link long, the worst case wait time for a packet
is n
2
4 + n− 1 because a packet that needs to be relayed by every node might just miss its turn.
The difference between the worst case wait times of an unsplit light-trail and the limiting case
is given by Equation 8.6.
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Timeslots/LT 0− 2 2− 4
1 0→4 2→4
2 0→3 0→4
3 1→4 0→3
4 1→3 1→4
5 0→1 1→3
6 1→2 2→3
7 0→2 3→4
Table 8.4 Traffic Schedule On A Two, Three Node Light-trails
n(n− 1)
2
− (n
2
4
+ n− 1) = n
2
4
− 3n
2
+ 1 (8.6)
Breaking a light-trail into single segments starts showing all of its’ possible advantages at
a length of six nodes. Before length six, splitting a light-trail into individual links incurs a
disadvantage in terms of connection latency while more than six nodes splitting provides a
latency advantage. Let us consider the six node light-trail, it requires a round consisting of
fifteen timeslots. Table 8.5 shows that having all nodes store and forward traffic results in a
schedule of using only nine time slots. Tables 8.6 and 8.7 show the delay or number of time
slots taken by request to reach its destination. The information is broken into two tables to
keep the information readable. Numbers given in the table are the number of timeslot delays
a packet will see based on when it arrives.
It can be seen that the average delay for early nodes is around eight, where later nodes can
have a delay of five or six. Assuming traffic is scheduled the same as the previous discussion of
the limiting case the worst case delay shown is thirteen time slots and experienced by only one
node. In the unsplit light-trail all nodes suffered from an average delay of eight, and a worst
case delay of fifteen timeslots.
8.2.4 Three Way Split
It is interesting to note that the limiting case does not have a shorter cycle time than the
three way. Consider splitting a six node light-trail. The middle segment is effectively a bottle
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Timeslots/LT 0− 1 1− 2 2− 3 3− 4 4− 5
1 0→5 1→5 2→5 3→5 4→5
2 0→4 0→ 5 1→5 2→5 3→5
3 0→3 0→4 0→ 5 1→5 2→5
4 0→2 1→4 0→4 0→ 5 1→5
5 0→1 0→3 1→4 0→4 0→ 5
6 1→3 2→4 1→4
7 0→2 0→3 2→4
8 1→2 1→3 3→4
9 2→3
Table 8.5 Simulated Light-trail Traffic Breakdown
Timeslots/Requests 0→5 0→4 0→3 0→2 0→1 1→5 1→4 1→3
1 5 5 7 7 5 4 6 8
2 13 4 6 6 4 12 5 7
3 12 12 5 5 3 11 4 6
4 11 11 13 4 2 10 12 5
5 10 10 12 12 1 9 11 4
6 9 9 11 11 9 8 10 3
7 8 8 10 10 8 7 9 11
8 7 7 9 9 7 6 8 10
9 6 6 8 8 6 5 7 9
Ave 9 8 9 8 5 8 8 7
Table 8.6 Latency of Packet Arriving In Timeslot
neck thus it is better to make it a light-trail of length one. However links which carry less traffic
can be grouped together into light-trails as long as their combined load is no greater than the
middle segment. Table 8.9 illustrates how the previously discourse traffic priority scheme can
schedule the 3-1-3 split light-trail such that it maintains the same minimum timeslots per round
that is achieved by the limiting case.
8.2.5 How to Select Splitting Nodes
We have seen that short light-trails with repeater nodes can provide more capacity for
connections than long light-trails. This comes at the expense of adding some buffering at
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Timeslots/Requests 1→2 2→5 2→4 2→3 3→5 3→4 4→5
1 8 3 7 9 2 8 1
2 7 11 6 8 10 7 9
3 6 10 5 7 9 6 8
4 5 9 4 6 8 5 7
5 4 8 3 5 7 4 6
6 3 7 2 4 6 3 5
7 2 6 10 3 5 2 4
8 1 5 9 2 4 1 3
9 9 4 8 1 3 9 2
Ave 5 7 6 5 6 5 5
Table 8.7 Latency of Packet Arriving In Timeslot (contd)
Timeslots/Requests 0→5 0→4 0→3 0→2 0→1
1 5 5 7 7 8
2 13 4 6 6 7
3 12 12 5 5 6
4 11 11 4 4 5
5 10 10 12 3 4
6 9 9 11 2 3
7 8 8 10 10 2
8 7 7 8 9 1
9 6 6 9 8 9
Ave 9 8 8 6 5
Table 8.8 Latency of Packet Arriving In Timeslot
the repeater nodes. The buffers added to the light-trail can reduce the worst and some the
average case latency seen by a packet. For six or more nodes with fixed length time slots, a
schedule can be created so that even the worst case delay benefits from splitting. To avoid
unnecessary electronic buffering when splitting the light-trail, the link which is required by the
most connections can be a segmented light-trail with other segments being made as large as
possible without carrying more traffic than the most heavily used link.
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Timeslots/LTs 0− 2 2− 3 3− 5
1 0→5 2→5 3→5
2 0→4 0→5 2→5
3 1→5 0→4 0→5
4 1→4 1→5 0→4
5 0→1 1→4 1→5
6 0→3 2→4 1→4
7 1→3 0→3 2→4
8 0→2 1→3 3→5
9 1→2 2→3 4→5
Table 8.9 Schedule For The 3-1-3 Split
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation we saw the cycle finding and load balancing are important for both
dynamically setup optical circuits as well as statically created optical circuits.
9.1 Cycle Finding
In chapter four, we reviewed a number of cycle finding heuristics that had been progressively
developed. Blocking was kept low by allowing a partial solution to be constructed and parts of
it replaced as the final solution is found. An integer linear program was developed to allow us
to find an optimal solution to compare with one found by the heuristics.
If we were to continue development of the cycle finding heuristics there are some possibilities
that could be explored.
9.1.1 Intentionally Create Non-simple Cycles
We could explore methods that intentionally find non-simple cycles. Currently non-simple
cycles occur because we only check if edges are already in the cycle but allow our paths to reuse
nodes in the cycles. After the formation of the initial cycle, the present algorithms only adds
a node if a segment can be removed from the cycle and replaced with a path containing a new
S-node. We can consider also adding a new S-node if we can find two paths from any node on
the existing cycle. This would form a non-simple cycle.
We limited ourselves to non-simple cycles that reused nodes. If wavelength converters
or multiple fibers are available cycles that reuse links maybe acceptable solutions for some
applications. Exploring fault tolerant rerouting for such a cycle is a more complicated issue
and is not always possible.
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9.1.2 Incorporate Flow Algorithms
When finding the initial cycle or when adding a new node, we did so by finding two paths
consecutively. This leads to blocking that could be avoided. If we used a flow algorithm
instead of finding paths, an unfortunate choice of shortest path will not lead to blocking. A
flow algorithm could also be used for inserting S-nodes later by having a S-node to be acting
as a source with two units of flow and nodes defining the segment being removed each being a
sink needing one unit of flow.
9.1.3 Load Balancing
Our cycle algorithms were designed to only consider the links available or not available. In
dynamic traffic scenarios unfortunate choices of the shortest path could cause network perfor-
mance issues due to load balancing. Instead of simple using the paths based off of only the
topology, future work can consider the current load in the network as well. For instance we
can compute path length based off of how loaded links are along the path or use any number
of path selection strategies that take current network state into account.
9.2 Routing Heuristic Enhancement - Link Removal
We saw that re-executing a heuristic on a sub-graph of the available resources can result
in an improved solution. We only demonstrated this for finding cycles. The next logical step
would be to test the impact on other routing algorithms such as trees that are setup to support
a multicast at minimum cost.
The choice of sub-graphs to try did not depend on the details of the routing heuristics.
Instead of treating the heuristic like a black box, future work can explore targeting links used
in the initial, intermediate, or final solutions. For instance if the choice of initial path caused
the cycle finding heuristic to fail, we can try removing one or more of the links on the path to
force the heuristic to explore a different initial path.
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9.3 Routing Heuristic Enhancement - Alternate Shortest Path
We revisits previous work on distributing backup capacity. The degree of reproducibility
of simulations was explored by indirectly adjusting which shortest path was preferred. Some
degree of variation was observed. Variation was also observed in our cycle finding heuristics
which are a focus of this dissertation.
9.4 Quorum Cycles
We saw the concept of cyclical quorums can be used in finding optical cycles that allow for
all-to-all communication. It is shown that electronic scheduling can find opportunities to load
balance traffic between the cycles. An algorithm to do the load balancing is developed.
Future work in this area would consist of increasing the number of node pairs that occur in
two or more cycles. This could be done by using node pairs that occur in the cycles but not
represented in the supported quorums. A more systematic way would be to change how the
quorums are created. There are a number of other methods to construct quorums than using
cyclical quorums.
Cyclical quorum could be modified to provide more sharing opportunities simply by making
them larger than necessary. Increasing the length of cyclical quorums by adding one extra
element to a known minimum length solution would force some load balancing opportunities
in networks of any size. The reason is every quorum would have node pairs not present in the
quorum before the addition of the element. All node pairs occurred in some quorum before the
addition of the new element. That means node pairs newly introduced to a quorum are shared
with at least one other quorum. The finding the best choice of a new element to add is left as
future work.
9.5 Light-trail Length
We considered the tradeoffs that occur when considering using only one light-trail to handle
traffic from several nodes, or to use several and have some of the traffic relayed between light-
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trails electronically. Splitting light-trails provides more bandwidth usage at the cost of more
electronics.
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